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ABSTRACT
This essay tries to show that* belief la v&tehcraft
in seventeenth-century Hew England was hot so much an aberRation as it was a product of mind and hence an integral
4

part of culture *

*

The focus of attention, then, Is on the

theoretical foundation of the belief in demons and witches.
The first cliapter examines the scholastic balls of demon^
V

4

ology, namely, the Aristotelian idea that motion is the produet-bwt of the relationship between motor and moved.

This

distinction between mover and moved made it possible for
Scholastic ami later, Puritan demanologisbQ to explain how
a demon—a Spirit and hence a mgvor-*~could produce effects
on the material world and the human bo&y--tbe things moved.
The next chapter treats of the peculiarly Puritan contri¬
bution to demonology, the providential idea of nature.

The

Puritans believed that (Sod enforced his judgments on the
chosen people for their sins by sending natural disasters
to punish than.

One of these punishments, however, was not

strictly mtural^-namely the destruction that Sod allowed
the devils to work.

It was instead prasbeasiatural*

The

demons worked, not above nature as God would nor according
to nature, but rather above the ordinary course thereof.
Thus the Puritans could say that although the operations of
evil spirits isere invisible and for the most part beyond

hman comprehension, they were nonetheless real and provi¬
dential .
The operation of the derao^ on the hm&n being
required an elaborate theoretical explanation* The devil
...

#

could not possess the rational soul, for that contained the
divine sparh.

But such possession brought mental distress,.as

well as physical agony,
seas sense mental*

Thus such possession had to be in

Puritans such as Cotton Mather and

Charles Morton built an dxplsnatioa.
,

The. human personality
.

*

contained hot just body and soul* but body* spirit, and soul.
I6uther and Morton borrowed this idea of the .spirit of man.. . ..
from the philosophical medicine of Paracelsus and van Helmont
who had used it to explain hew each mofh*s reaction to disease
and treatment was unique. Mather and Horten extended the
meaning of spirit. It became the constituent in man
particularly susceptible of and responsive to diabolical or
praeteraatural influences* The faculty of imagination became
the seat of the spirit of man*

By arising on the animal

spirits in the imagination that flowed to other parts of the
body, the devil could produce his torments.
The relation between the vitch and the devil also
♦

required

m

elaborate theory for its explanation, and the

Hew«England divine© borrowed much, on this score from their
»

#

contemporaries in England* the Cambridge Platonist, Henry
More, and his associate Joseph Qlanvil. This relation of
witch to demon hinged again on a correspondence between tha
internal power of imagination over the spirit of man and

the external power of the demon*

In this way the seventeenth*
»*

Century dezacnologlats conceived a praoternatural universe,
and Horton oould say that nthe Phantastic Air, #«« Huddles,
and is ureoluitant In all things «w
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• Bespit© the somatic ideology of the era of °emct”
science, the demonological theory Of these dark ages has
in the long ran justified itself . Oases of demoniacal
possession correspond to the neuroses of the present days
in order to understand these latter we hate once sore had
recourse to the conception of psychic forces* s&at in
those days mm< thought to he evil spirits to us are base
and evil wishes* the derivatives of Impulses which have
been rejected and repressed, xn oh© respect only do we
not subscribe to the explanation of these phenomena current
in mediaeval times} we have abandoned the projection of
them into the outer world, attributing their origin instead
to the inner life of the patient in whom they manifest
themselves. *
sigaund Freud

I.

DEMONOLOGY AND SCHOLASTIC PHYSICS

The fundamental document in the history of witchcraft belief

is Malleus Maleficarum.

It Is the work of two

Dominican friars,, Heinrich Kramer and James Sprenger, who
were delegated by Pope Innocent VIII in 14#4 to serve as
inquisitors of those accused of witchcraft in northern
Germany*

2
In their book

/ ■

Kramer and Sprenger set down'-, In the

Scholastic manner, the physical and psychological principles
on Milch demonology and witchcraft theory would rest until
their demise in the eighteenth century.-*

Since all writers

on witchcraft in the early modem period, including those in
New England, took these principles for granted and were often
careless about making them explicit,' the burden of this
chapter will be to examine them in some detail*

For only

then can the reader understand the seventeenth-century
elaboration of witchcraft theory that will be treated later
on in this essay.
As a thoroughly Scholastic treatise on the nature
and operations of the soul, Malleus Maleficarum is heavily
dependent on Aristotle*s work De Animal

Let us examine

then how Scholastic theology borrowed from Aristotle in '
order to rationalize witchcraft belief.
According to Aristotle, motion is the product of a
mover acting on that which is moved.

1

The action of the

2
mover on the thing moved must be constant*

Otherwise the

thing that is moved would quickly return to its formerly
passive state*

Aristotle and the mediaeval thinkers who

adopted him couid not conceive of motion as Galileo and
t

'

4

■

.

.

....

.

.

Newton would, that is, as the persistence of a body in
motion in a straight line and at a uniform rate until acted
on by an external force.

Nex?tonian mechanics made no dis¬

tinction, as the Scholastics had done, between active and
* .

■

-4

*

*

*

passive, mover and moved.
universe alikef
the same time:

.

Newton treated every body in the

Bach, particle of matter acts in two ways at
its own motion is affected and detexmined by

its relationship to the other particles in its vicinityj

, f '
it in turn contributes its mass and location in space to the
determination of the movement of its neighbors and, if one
wished to think so, of every other particle in the universe.
In a strictly mechanical sense then each particle is
Indistinguishable from every other*

That is to say, every

particle functions at once both as mover and as moved.
But this was not the case with Aristotelian and |
Scholastic physics •

For Aristotle had held that movement is

not due simply to the action of physical forces, whether at
random or by design.

Every object has instead an end, a

purpose, a ratio, and the movement of an object, whether it be
a particle in space or the human soul, is an endeavor, ah
impulse, a nisus towards reaching the end that is appropriate
to that object at a particular time.

Motion then is the

product of two elements and of the relationship existing

3
between them.

One element is the end towards which an

object is by nature set.

The other element is the natural

constitution Of the object, its potentiality, that both
allows the object to reach a certain /end and confines it to
the act of seeking that end.

The middle tern; the connection

between the end and the object is a kind of force or energy.
Aristotle often writes of it as privation.

That is to say,

every object ie a product of the fusion of form into matter
and, therefore, exists not in a state of pure and determinate
being or actuality but in a partially indeterminate state,
a state of unrealizedness or potentiality/

In consequence,

an object is striving to make itself more actual, and this
striving is the cause of motion.

But this sort of' cause is

not susceptible of quantitative measurement or mathematical,
conceptualization as the Newtonian idea of causation would
later be.
forces.

For Newton motion is the result Of purely physical
The movement of ©he body is caused by the action of

another body on the first*

Mover and moved are of the’ same

order and distinguishable not at all in kind, but in quanti¬
tative difference.

For Aristotle and the Scholastics, how¬

ever, the movement of bodies is the consequence of something
that is not bodily, an immaterial agency of an order distinct
from what is moved.^
This immaterial agency is, nevertheless a real force.
For organic life, this agency is the soul or the levels of
soul controlling the various operations of living matter.
Aristotle’s principle Of an immaterial agency as the motive

4
of life is what attracted the Scholastics.

Aristotle had

held that soul could not exist apart from some body.

But

Christianity had also inherited the doctrine of separable
forms, that is, of spirits existing independently of matter
or bodily container* enuhciated by Plato in the Phaedrus:and
appropriated into Christianity through the heo-Platonism of
the late Roman Empire and the early Christian age*

These

separable forms became in Christian thought the angels, the
demons, and the disembodied spirits of the deceased.
Scholasticism accomplished a fusion of the Platonic and the
Aristotelian lines of thought in regard to the - nature--of
spiritual agency,

Plato and his mystical successors provided

the idea of independent, incorporeal entities, and the
Aristotelian tradition provided an explanation of the way
in which these spiritual creatures worked.
As has been said j Aristotle himself had denied the
possibility of a 30111*8 working apart from that aggregation
of matter that it

was

its particular function to inform.

But the twelfth- and thirteenth-century Christian thinkers
who received the Aristotelian corpus from the hands of
Arabic and Jewish commentators read that system with an
entirely different view of life in mind from that of Aristotle.
Man did not fulfill himself in this life.

Rather his destiny

lay in another life beyond this earthly existence.

But the

division of being into a natural and a supernatural realm did
not prevent the two realms from being related*
fact intimately connected*

They were in

God had created the world and had

5
created moil to enjoy its bounty.
*

'

*

/

;

After man had fallen from

’ "

innocence, God prepared a plan for man's elevation to grace
and, revealed that plan in Scripture and in Christ.;. God's
providence, moreover,, did hot terminate in the sacrificeof
his. only begotten Son. ,For salvation not only requirpd^the
. crucifixion; it also required vigilance against sin;: ph;:;|he' •
pazt of man* . But sin was .pervas^e':and;instin<^uaaj|^^ibt
easily surmounted.

So God instituted the Church to;;re|enact

the sacrifice throv^yt^e'Bubharist and thus ■ l^stilliip^.cken,
and sustain the faith*

fie also; set his angels to: the|t^k of

shielding ©an against the harm of sin*

God, howeveh^iaad ,

also created evil spirits, whom he was sustaining in befcag,
even though they led man into further sin.^ Howwas this
seeming paradox to be explained? How could the Scholastics
reconcile the malevolent function of demons with God's
provident goodness?

This problem did not present itself dur*

ing the high middle ages, xnhen Scholastic theology enjoyed
its creative phase,

Not until the fifteenth, sixteenth,, and

seventeenth centuries did the presence of evil seem so great
to men's minds that evil threatened to become a separate and
contrary supernatural principle.

Bub even then men such as

Kramer and Sprenger kept God's sovereignty and goodness on
the one hand and the reality of Satan's power on the other
in a fort of uneasy balance*

The danger, however, was always,

present that this balance would dissolve and that Christians
would espouse a reai Manichaeism.

But in theory at least

demonology conformed to the monotheistic dictates of

.6
Christian orthodoxy as these had been laid down in Scholastic
theology.
/

Thus, one of the ways by which God could procure his
will was to permit evil spirits the freedom to torment man.7
Such torment was said to be a part of the harmony of the
cosmic order and by extension a piece of God * s providence.
For in this way the demons would release their accumulated
hatred against God for casting them out of Heaven.

Man in

turn would either submit to’the devil by succumbing to his
temptations or resist him by begging God*s succor.
case God’s will would be done.

In any

He would determine whom to

save and whom to damn, or at least he would make man con¬
scious of his utter dependence on divine favor.

In the

process God himself would remain free of the least suspicion
of doing or causing evil* for he would only be allowing men
and demons to do what they would*

Hence, demonology and

Scholastic theology were of a piece*

But more important

for the purposes of this essay than the connections between
demonology and theology is the way in which demonology
borrowed from Aristotelian psychology or pneumatology to
explain how e&ii spirits operated to tempt and torment man.
The soul of man functions in the Aristotelian sense
as the mover of the human body.

The soul is active and

*

directive, xvhile the body is passive and receptive*

A demon

is a spiritual entity of the same sort as the human soul.
But the demon has larger power than the human soul because
the demon is free to move at will, unencumbered by any

7
particular body,
however.

In one basic respect they are alike,

Just as the soul moves its body, the demon is able

to direct to its own purposes any body* through which it
passes or in which it may choose to reside.^
Thus, for example, since the devils often inhabit
"the clouds of the air,” "they can so bring together the
active and passive agents that.,. when God permits, they’can
10

bring down fire and lightning from heaven,”

1

Moreover,

because devils have the power to move "vapours released, from
the earth or the water,” they can. cause ^winds and rain and
11

other similar disturbances of the air."

Besides haying the

ability to raise storms, evil spirits could also bring about
the generation of certain kinds of animal life.
be done in two ways,

This could

pie first way made use of what the

Stoics had called the seminal reasons.

These were invisible

seeds or corpuscles, dispersed over the earth, that would
eventually give rise to living organisms.

St. Augustine of

Hippo had appropriated this Stoic idea into Christian thought
in order to avoid having. to say that God Himself is constantly
involved in creating new organisms.

12

The seminal reasons

contained the preformed organisms of creatures low in the
scale of being, generally, the insects, some rodents, frogs,
and toads.

Scholastic demonologists attributed to the devil

the power to trigger the generation of these organisms.
The other process of generation over which the devil had
control also involved what would be called pests and v,ezmin.
This second way was the generation of creatures out of the

6
decay of dead matter.

Creatures that were themselves filthy

arose out of the filth of putrefaction.*^

The devil was said

to have the power to raise new creatures out of the decom¬
position of the old.

In this way demonology explained how

devils were able to cause plagues and infestations.

This

power of the devil also explained how the witch came by her
.

familiar*

.

‘.i

Mien the witch contracted with Satan to become his

servant* she was presented with an animal, known as her:familiar; as a seal of the bargain.
creature«

This was no ordinary

It was a product of the devil* s power over the

generation of vile and inferior beings*
•'

its existence to.the devil and

vjaa

It therefore owed
»

*

itself in seme sense'

#

demonic, for it often took part in the witchcraft.
. Far more frightful because more personal than the
natural disasters that Satan wrought were his attempts to
deceive the human being and thereby to lead the individual
soul astray*

The devil worked in this matter in the same way

in ^^Sh he worked to produce storms and plagues; that Is
according to the principles of Aristotelian physics and ;
psychology .

But when the devil worked directly on the person
.

*

-

of a man, what took place was much more complicated than when
he moved a portion of inanimate matter or directed a creature
that did not possess a human soul-.

For now the devil was in

contest with the rational soul, and the locus of the struggle
was the human body*

But before it is possible to learn how

the devil possessed the body and tempted the soul into further
sin, it is necessary to understand Aristotelian psychology,

9
according to whose principles this possession was said to
take place.
t

•

•

Knowledge, Aristotle says, depends oh perceiving;
Only, by reflecting on what he perceives, can man be said $o
know anything.

The senses deliver to the mind a represen¬

tation of external things in the way that they actually^
exist outside the mind.

If the senses did hot apprehend

reality precisely as it, is, man would never know the/truth.
Poh he builds concepts only as he reflects on the deliver¬
ances of the senses, and the clarity and persuasiveness of
his concept j that is of his idea in the mind* depends oh the
care with which he attends to sensory experience, that is
the infoiirmatlon of the mind via the senses.

But this

explanation of knowing applies only, to speculative knowledge •
The inferior modes of knowing, unlike the contemplative.path
Of the philosopher, are susceptible of error.

Men do not

alwaysor even often attend to the cultivation of reason.
They^are also creatures of appetite.

When. thoyaotoutuf

appetite they are not only neglecting the further cultivation
of reason, they are also in danger of disregarding what
reason already tells them and of relying instead on the
confused impressions that they remember from past acts of
attention*

For appetite depends on imagination, the facility

that stores and evokes those impressions,^
can affect the appetites in one of two ways.

Imagination
On the one

hand imagination can arouse such an intense image of the
object of one*s desires that he consents to the indulgence

10
of those desires without deliberating on whether or not such
indulgence is conformable to reason.

If man follow this

course, the quality of his life descends to the level of the
brutes.

16

On the other hand, since man .possesses reason, his

imaginings do not have to lead him into error;

He has the

power to refer his images to a higher authority for rectifi¬
cation arid in this way to temper his passions or appetites
to which these erroneous impressions gave rise. ^

First

Aristotle explains the chastening of appetite in this way:
”...Those who successfully resist temptation have appetite
and desire and yet follow mind and refuse to enact that!for
which they have appetite.”-

In this sense reason is an

arbiter to vdiich imagination submits for scrutiny and that
corrects those imaginings that do not confoxm to rational
dictates.

This explanation, however, does not satisfy

Aristotle, for it implies that reason has no unique function,
but is dependent for its activity on the activity of the .
imaginative faculty*
case.

Aristotle knovra that this is not the

Reason has a force, an insistency, a life peculiarly

its own.

He therefore says that reason acts not to judge

imagination but to turn imagination to reason *s own right
purposes.

In summary, imagination Intervenes along the way

to knowledge and raises the danger of diverting man from the
real good to the pursuit of the merely apparent.

But if man

does not let the mind atrophy and keeps himself open to
rational persuasions, he can came to discern the real good even
in spite of imagination*s threat.1^

This analysis of knovdng and error is character¬
istically Greek.

Man is able to know to the degree that his

faculties partake of perfection.

The thinker excells in

thought not so much from, any effort on his part as from a
superior mental endowment,.
are not thus gifted.
who err..

The mass of men err because they

Such error is not the fault of those

For the nature of things decrees that the many will

stumble in knowing and .only the few will know without error..
These few know not because they have purged themselves of any
•

*

t

instinctive tendency to err., but because their faculties are
so constituted that they can know without error.

Similarly

the many would be foolhardy if they tried to attain to
knowledge without error because their tendency to error is
inherent in the relative imperfection of their faculties;.
Faculties cannot give qualitatively more light than nature
will allow,.

The only fault lies in onefs failure to evoke

from the facilities as much knowledge with as little error as
their qualitative capacity will allow.

For one cannot

improve the faculties in the sense of increasing their
capacity to yield knowledge; one can only evoke from then
the quantity of knowledge that it is already in their quali¬
tative capacity to give*
Thus it is seen that although the Scholastics would
adopt Aristotle*s faculty psychology, the presuppositions
about knowing and error that the mediaeval Christians held,
were quite different from the Aristotelian,

For the

mediaevals error was the result not of native mental

12
endowment, but of the willful fall from innocence into
perpetual sin.

As a consequence of that fall two conflic¬

ting tendencies continued to wage war in the human soul.
One tendency led the soul to persist in sin or error and was
evil.

The other tendency' appealed to man to surmount sin

and was godly.

The evil tendency lay in the faculty of

imagination, the faculty to which Aristotle had ascribed
error.

The godly tendency had its seat in the faculty of

mind to which Aristotle had attributed the power to distin¬
guish the real from the apparent good, that is the power to
know without error,

The Scholastics believed with Aristotle

that error was the mistaking of the apparent for the real
good in the imagination.

Knowledge without error arose

;

from the submission of the confused impression that imagina¬
tion wrought to the clear light of reason, where a knowledge
of the real good and the power to distinguish between the
apparent and the real good lay.
The mediaeval thinkers, however, made one profound
change in the mechanics of Aristotelian psychology.

Aristotle

had attributed the act of submission .to the persuasion or
attraction that the mind itself exerted on the lower fac¬
ulties.

But St. Augustine and all subsequent mediaeval

thinkers imputed the power to decide what direction the soul
would take, the power of decision, to a faculty with a life
of its own—the will.
the knowing process.
knowledge.

This addition made a major change in
For Aristotle to know was to consent to

But the mediaeval Christian knew that man could

13

.

know—in fact did. know through the divine revelation—and
still resist reason*s sway,

There was something recal¬

citrant in man that could rebel even in the very sight of
what was right.

The will then was the seat of the conflict

between this recalcitrance and the influence of holy light.
Man could not win the war once and for all.
perpetual.

The battle was

As such the addition of the will is symbolic of

how vastly Scholastic thought differs in character from
/

...

,

.

- •

' ‘

'•

Aristotelian, even though both use the same forms for their,
respective psychological explanations.
How then did the demonologists, Kramer and Sprenger,.
use Aristotelian physics and psychology to explain the
devil* s torment of the human body?
in two ways,
internally,

Demons were said to work

2hey could operate either externally or
bhen they operated externally they deceived man

through the senses.

But how could this be so.

For it has

already been stated that the Scholastics accepted the
Aristotelian idea that whatever man sees is what there is to
see.

The senses present an accurate transcript of reality to

the apprehension.

But this notion did not contradict the .

other notion that demons could deceive through the senses..
For by arranging very subtle and airy particles the devil
could contrive a phantasm, an ingenious artifice that the
human mind could not discriminate from the real object.
Though the senses presented a phantasm to the apprehension*
that phantasm was such a clever deception that the
apprehension could not distinguish it from the real thing and

14
expose It for what it was.

The phantasm would represent

/

some object to the mind, the victim’s appetites would be
aroused; he would seek to satisfy his passions as a result
of unnatural stimulation; he would become preoccupied with
the life of the body and ignore the life of the soul.

In

this way he would lose any hope of salvation and sink into
•

the degradation that could lead only to damnation.

of)
■
w

-

The more prevalent way by which the devil worked to
win the human soul was not through external deception, but
through internal distortion and inducement to indulge
temptation*

This internal demonic operation involved all the

principles of Scholastic physics and psychology that this
paper has set forth.

The devil could invade and act on the

body because he was immaterial and active and the body
passive and susceptible of the influences of spirit, vihether
good or evil.

But the devil coUld not reach the rational soul

and operate on it directly.

For the rational soul was active

too and the especial province of the godly illumination that
lay beyond Satan's corrosive power,

The only way then in

which Satan could win the soul was indirectly by tempting man
to pursue the life of bodily indulgence to the exclusion of
the life of the spirit.

If the devil could not affect

reason itself, he could at least induce man to ignore
reason's light by presenting images to his mind that would
arouse his appetites and move him to revel in their gratis
fication in spite of reason's claim.

Thus the devil had to

restrict his activity to the inferior faculty of imagination.

15
But this is where it was logical for the devil to work and
achieve his ends anyway.-

For the imagination was the seat

of those impulses, which the Scholastics called impressions,
that when excited would entice man to carnal indulgence or
sin.

”...Devils so stir up the inner perceptions, that is

the power of conserving images, that they appear to be a
new impressi on at that moment received from exterior
things."2^

j/men*s?

These images "retained in the repositories of.,;

minds ‘are drawn out and made apparent to the
4

faculties of fancy and imagination, so that such men imagine
these things to be true.
temptation."

22

And this is called interior

If the impressions were attractive enough

they would arouse the appetites*

If in turn the appetites

were strong enough, they would blight the divine reason
illumining the rational soul.

Man then was no longer able

to distinguish the apparently good from the really good.
Thus the will was robbed of the voice of reason and left
powerless to do anything but to consent to the indulgence
of the appetites that Clamored to be gratified.2^

If the

devil could not affect reason itself * he could at least
induce mhn to ignore reason’s light by presenting images to
his mihd that would arouse his appetites and move him to
revel in their gratification.

If man would be saved, he had

to keep the will so attentive to xdiat reason prescribed that
when body and appetite beckoned the will to consent to their
0

gratification, it would listen to God and obey the divine
illumination instead.

NOTES
^The tern "witchcraft belief" makes the distinction
between the belief in witches and the practice of witchcraft
quite clear as simply the term "witchcraft” would not*
Accordingly this essay will follow that distinction.
%lontague Summers (trans *); Malleus Maieficarum
(London: The Pushkin Press, 1951), HI2~3Ev, According to
Summers (p. xiii), the first edition of Malleus Maieficarum'
was probably printed in 1466,
^Perhaps the clearest study of the development of
witchcraft theory is George Lincoln Burr’s "The Literature
of Kitchcraft ." Papers of the American Historical
Association. IV (My lt^OTT^^S:
^When I say that Malleus Maieficarum is a Scholastic
treatise, I do not mean that its contents are representative
of the opinions of the Schoolmen of the high middle ages.
For though thinkers such as Thomas Aquinas wrote on witches
and demons, the theory of vdtchcraft was not articulated
until Sprenger and Kramer did so* Vhat I do mean is that
Sprenger and Kramer and their imitators used the Same
physics, psychology, and metaphysics to formulate a theory
of witchcraft that the earlier Scholastics had used in
their philosophizing. The structure of belief was much
the same in the fifteenth, sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries as it had been in the twelfth and thirteenth}
only the emphasis had changed. The later middle ages and
the Reformation era gave rise to conditions that' were
favorable to the spread of superstition and the perse¬
cution of supposed witches.
5For treatments of the transformation from
Aristotelian to Newtonian physics see, R. G. Collingwood,
Ihe Idea of Nature (Oxford: At the Clarendon Press,
1945), Pt. II, sec. lj E. A. Burrt, The Metaphysical
Foundations of Modern Science (2nd ed. rev,} Garden City,
N. I.: Doubleday and Co., n. d,); A. N. Whitehead,
Science and the Modem World (New York; The Macmillan
Company,"1.92$’),‘ chaps, i'-iii.

6

Though more will be said later, it might be
noted here that Malleus Maieficarum explains the
activities of the good and evil spirits in regard to
man in these terms:
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"•..The intellect is enlightened by a good Angel only
to the knowledge of the truth, from which proceeds
the love of that which is good, for the True and the
Actual are the same thing. So also the intellect
can be darkened by a bad angel in the knowledge of
what appears to be truej and this through a confu¬
sion of the ideas and images received and stored by
the perceptions, from which comes an inordinate
love of the apparently good, such as bodily
delectation, which such men seek after.n (Summers,
53.)
'This essay will use the words evil spirit, devil,
and demon as synonyms to mean Satan’s spiritual agents.
It will reserve the word Satan to express what’the word
usually means, namely, the evil, supernatural principle
at work in the world to thwart man’s better nature. I
am making the distinction that Cotton Mather makes in
Balsamum Vulnerarium ex Scrjptura : the Causes and Cure of a
v/QTUided World:...(Boston: 1 Printed by Bartholomew dreehT^
and John Allen, for Nicholas Buttolph, 1692), 14, where he
writes? "Our Air has a Power, or an Army of Divels in itj
which because they are ail United in one Monarch, and in
one Design, we speak of them, as if they were but one Evil
Spirit." See also, Cotton Mather, The Wonders of the
Invisible frforid (London: John Russell Smith, Il&277~44,
where he writes: "When we speak of, The Devil. ’tis,
A name of Multitude: it means not One”Individual Devil, so
Potent and Sclent, as perhaps a Manichee would imagine}
but it means a Kind, which a Multitude belongs unto,"
^Summers, 6.
^The question' how a demon could be said to reside in
a human being as in cases of demoniacal possession was vexed
even for the mediaevals. For the human body already had a
mover in the human soul. Another would be superfluous and
without effect. How, moreover j can a demon that is pure
spirit be said to occupy place, for example, to reside in
the human body? The Scholastic demonologists generally
answered these difficulties by saying that the 3ocus of a
demon was not where he was, that Is physical, location, but
where he acted, that is mental or spiritual location. Thus
a devil could not be apprehended through his spatial
dimensions, for he had none, but through his force and
effects. He was then a sort of energy with an ethical and
not an electric or quantitative determination or charge.
Cotton Mather-himself states this idea in Balsamum
Vulneransa... f 14, when he writes: "The EVIL SPli&T has
his marvellous Energy In wounding of our Consciences,"
But if this ms so, what then was a ghost or apparition?
How could the devil appear in bodily form? These are
questions that the Scholastic did not answer clearly. As
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this essay will show the answers are later additions to
demonology.
lOsurinners, 147*
i:L

Ibid.

^Frederick Copleston, part Is Mediaeval Philos¬
ophy. Vol. 2 s A History of Philosophy (image i)T3i?A|
harden City, N
, s'' houbleday & (jompahyV Inc., 1962},
91-93.
■^Summers, 6.
1/

*Ibid.

.

•

A, Smith (transi. De Anima, Vol. Ill: The
Works of Aristotle Translated into English, Ed. W. D*
Ross (Oxfords' At the Clarendon Press, 1931), Bk, III.
10, 4336. :
Bk. III. 3 , 429a.
"...Because imagina¬
tions remain in the organs of sense and resemble
sensations, animals in their actions are largely guided
by them, sane (i, e. the brutes) because of the non¬
existence in them of mind, others (i. e, men) because
of the temporary eclipse in them of reason by feeling or
disease or sleep." This idea that animals possess souls
containing all the faculties of human souls, save that of
reason, survived into the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries. Although brutes were denied reason, their
powers of imagination and memory were of quite the same
order as human imagination and memory. Thus when man
voluntarily denied himself the benefit of his reason by
yielding to the lower orders of his soul, he could be
said to be actually living the.life of the brutes. When in
the seventeenth century the Cartesian philosophy denied
souls to brutes and referred to animals other than man as
mere automata, the followers of Aristotle and of Plato
and neo-Platonism rose to the defense of the ancient
teaching on the existence of soul in animals and opposed
the mechanical philosophy. The story of the controversy
that raged between Cartesians and anti-Cartesians over the
nature of brutes is told in Leonora Cohen Rosenfield,
From Beast-Machine to Man-Machine: the Theme of Animal
Soul in French fetters 'from jbescartes to La Mettrie
TWew York: Oxford University Press, 1§£OT7 73-l£>0.
L..

A, Smith (trans,), De Anima. III. 10, 4336,
Aristotle is ambiguous about how’Tihe submission of the
imagination to the mind takes place. In the passage cited
here, he seems to say that man has a component of
imagination, which Aristotle calls "ealculative," that
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brutes do not have and that it is this component that takes
charge of referring images to the mind.. But in the pages
immediately preceding this passage, Aristotle implies that
the process of referring impressions to mind is not a
factor of imagination, but of mind itself. Cf. Ibid., III.
10, 433a-4336.
Iftlbid., Bk. III. 9* 433a.
1

%bid.. Bk. III. 10, 433a.

^Summers. 129. Malleus Maleficarum says: "...In
so far as the devil provides the outer suggestion of sin...
to the senses...to that extent he is said to inhabit the
character of a man when he is moved by every stirring of
temptation, like a ship in the sea without a rudder." Here
Sprenger and Kramer show how they regarded evil. It was not
simply a matter of character. Evil did not reside within
the man. Rather it was an external and demonic force or
principle that preyed on the body. The body, because of its
fleshly heeds and appetites, drove man to yield to the
demonic enticements. Only then in this tendency to consent
to corporeal gratifications, if not otherwise persuaded by
the higher faculties of the human soul, could man be said
to be sinful or to coniiait evil.
21
Ibid.. 50.
22

Ibid.

23

Ibid.. 53.

IX.

PROVIDENCE AND THE PRAETERNATURAL IDEA

Demonology and witchcraft theory grew out of an
Aristotelian understanding of the way the universe worked.
Or better certain Scholastics particularly in the late
middle ages built a theory of demonic possession by
appropriating Scholastic physics and psychology to their own
i

use.

>

”

'

.

Kramer and Sprenger, as we have seen, insisted on the

weakness of the flesh and the presence of Satan’s agents on
earth to tempt the flesh, to force the will to consent to
bodily indulgence* and thus to lead the whole man into a life
of sin.

But two centuries intervened between the first

publication of Malleus Maleficarum and the outbreak of witch¬
craft , belief in New England.

New-England witchcraft theory

then owes a debt not only to the Scholastic argument for the
operation of devils and witches, but also to that occult
profusion that spread throughout Europe and to America during
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

During the Rennais-

sance the revival of antique literature meant the revival of
the antique superstitions embodied in that literature.

In

#

addition, a greater attention to folk medicine brought
superstitions to the fore that had lain dormant.

Finally,

men were turning to an interest in the physical universe.

As

they did so they were met with a whole body of mysteries in
nature that their primitive science could not explain in
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altogether rational terns.

Here again men resorted to

superstition and conjecture in order to fill out their
current understanding of how nature worked.

New England

writers on witchcraft and demonology, particularly Cotton
4

Mather, gathered notions from all these sources.

In this way

they were able to build a rather complex theory of witch¬
craft.

But they did not discard the Scholastic explanation

1
that has already been described.

Rather they used that

explanation as the baBis of their own elaborations.

For the

Puritan thinkers were Scholastic anyway in the conduct of
their intellectual labor—in their sermons and discourses
and their university curriculum#2

Besides, the Aristotelian

world-view remained dominant in New England until the first
part of the eighteenth century.

Certain thinkers with deeply

scientific interests may have become Newtonians before the end
of the seventeenth century.

But most would remain

Aristotelian in their theology and their frame of mind even
in spite of what the clear light of scientific reason had to
say.

No society casts off the old order to embrace the new

as soon as the new arrives.

This is especially true of a

society as conservative and as deeply committed to Christian
and in some sense mediaeval values as New England in the
seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries.

Thus New—

England writers on witchcraft combined the Scholastic outlook
with their own Inheritance from the two intervening
centuries, the biological and medical speculation of the
Renaissance and the religious temper of the Refozmation.
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3he next task then—and the bulk of this essaywill be to examine in detail witchcraft theory in colonial
New England, as it led to the witch persecution in Salem,
Massachusetts in 1692, and as it lingered into the eight¬
eenth century.

The emphasis of this treatment will not be on

the course of events pertaining to witchcraft during these
years, but on the theory and the habit of thought and feeling
that stood behind these events.

Thus this essay vail pay

particularly close attention to the English and Continental
intellectual currents on which the Nevr-England mind fed during
this period,

I'Jhat vjas happening in New England in realms

other than the intellectual and (motional will receive
consideration only as outward events affected what was
thought and felt among the divines who devoted themselves to
speculating on witchcraft and related phenomena.

In 1631, Increase Mather, writing in his Remarkable
Providences, said: "I have often wished, that the Natural
History of New-England might be written and published to the
Worldj the Rules and method described by that Learned and
excellent person Robert Boyle, Esq, being duely observed
therein,"*'

One might think that Mather was asking for a

strictly Baconian enterprise, and indeed a few New-England
ministers had caught the spirit of English science in its
Baconian and Boylean style.^

But in the same paragraph In

which Increase expresses a desire to follow Boyle*s
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prescriptions, he gives an indication that what he con¬
sidered "Natural History" to be was something distinctively
Puritan and quite different from the objective account of
natural phenomena that is usually associated with the term
today.

For he says that what he really wanted to do was

"to publish a Discourse of Miscellaneous observations,
concerning things rare and wonderful, both as to the works
of Creation and Providence, which in my small Readings I
have met with in many Authors*..."

Mather, then, does not

have the Enlightenment idea of nature in mind.

Natural;

history for him is not a record of the orderly flow of events
according to nature *B own self-operative lav;.

$hat he

accounts in nature as worthy of his interest is instead the
evidence of the hand of God intervening in the natur§|i|L;
order*

His idea of nature is not even that of the seven¬

teenth-century English virtuosi among whom Boyle was the
leader*

6

For this group tried to reconcile the idea of a

provident God with a mechanistic theory of the universe by
making God the guarantor of order, the Mechanic of the worldmachine*

Mather, on the other hand, is not so much inter¬

ested in the order that God sustains or even in God's
sustaining that order as he is in God's intervention in the
system to accomplish "things rare and wonderful."

This

becomes perfectly apparent when in the same essay he speci¬
fies the "things rare and wonderful" that a proper natural
history should contain:
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I, In Order to the. promoving of a design.of this
nature, so as shall be indeed for Gods Glory, and the
good of Posterity, it is necessary that utmost care
shall be taken that All, and Only Remarkable
Providences be Recorded and Published,
•
II* Such Divine Judgements, Tempests, floods,
Earthquakes, Thunders as,are unusual, strange Appa¬
ritions, or what ever else shall happen that is*
Prodigious, Witchcrafts, Diabolical Possessions,
Remarkable Judgements upon noted Sinners, eminent
Deliverances, and Answers of Prayer, are to be
reckoned among Illustrious Providences.'
This passage reveals much about the Puritan's attitude
towards the world.

Nature for the Puritan was not as for the

mediaeval saint rich in evidence of God's perfections and rich
in inspiration to seek those perfections.

This world was

instead the scene of human suffering; nature bore those
providences that Mather describes as being "Illustrious,n
but that might be better called baleful.

What explains this

difference between the mediaeval and Puritan understanding of
nature?

After all both the mediaeval and the Puritan lived

with the Christian religion uppermost in mind, and the vdiole
Reformation era of which Puritanism waB a part has often
been treated as a reassertion of mediaeval values.

In its

subordination of the secular role to the clerical, Puritanism
did return to the mediaeval emphasis.

The Reformation was,

however, a break with Raman Catholicism, and this break
produced the difference.

In the very act of revolt from the

Church, Protestantism struck out boldly on its own.

The

mediaeval Church had stressed a transcendence of the world
as necessary to salvation.

In the waning middle ages and the

Renaissance, however, the Church had diverted its energy from
the quest for spirituality and turned its attention to the
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pursuit of temporal power.

But in northern Europe reli¬

gious fervor still ran strong. Because the tendency towards
worldliness in the Church had taken place; tliis religious
feeling, could not express itself as it had before. It had
first of all to confront the worldly pretensions of the
Church, It had to express spirituality not purely and
simply in mystical and pietistic devotions as before, but
in criticism and protest. This protest eventually turned
into reformation and is what determined,the distinctive
character of the Protestant movement. The Reformer's
position as a reaction was then not so much otherworldly as
it was anti-worldly, and he incorporated this anti-worldly
feeling into his theology, Man ms evil, and all of his
capacities for good were rendered impotent by the Fall, He .
could do nothing by himself that merited salvation in God’s
sight. Rather the infusion of grace that made redemption
from sin. possible could come only on the initiative of God,
The most that man could do was properly to dispose himself
to receive this gift—if it came# In the meantime the sinner
could hope that he ms doing God’s will, but he could never
be certain. His religion made Mm feel that in his natural
condition he could not be obedient and hardly more than
civil. In the misfortunes that befell him he had even
further confirmation that he was still not in the company of
the elect. The disasters that nature wrought on man’s
person and property were not to be cursed as mere quirks of
fate.

They were instead the just punishment from God that
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men must suffer for their iniquity.
to despair.

Man was not supposed

For despair was a sign that he could not even

muster the wisdom to see how sinful he really was and thus
how just was God*s v^ath and .retribution.

And if man could

not even recognize his plight, how should he suppose that
God would ever favor him with election?
his wretchedness.

He had to accept,

He had to face disaster without flinching,

and the only way he could do that was to recognize that
punishment was what he deserved.

Finally, he had to stand in

awe of the power that could cause destructions of the magni¬
tude of "Floods, Earth-quakes'* and "Diabolical Possessions,"
and he had to wonder what he had done that was so unworthy
as to cause God to make these things happen.

Passages such

as the following pervade the papers of the Puritans and
betray the sense they had that much in nature was a punish¬
ment for man* s Fall:
Oh'What troops of sorrows would be rushing in upon
us, if not secured by the hedge of divine power &
goodnesse, & surrounded with the shield of his
favor. Its now a very sickely time at Hartford, &
the neighboring Towns. Sundry dead of late; Major
Talcotts... eldest son buryed this week, The
excessive rains have raised, & long continued a
flood, here, •& upon most of the Towns upon
Conneeticute, to the great losse of hay & sane
dome, & damnifying of most of the com. The Lord
humble & teach by all to know his vail, & yield
obedience,®
The most telling evidence of how the Puritans felt
towards themselves comes not from quotations like those
*
already cited, but from a bit of deduction from what has been
said.

Natural occurrences were pregnant with divine meaning.

They were a kind of natural revelation, although far from what
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the deists had in mind when they used that term.
Puritans nature supplemented Scripture.

For the

They found in the

Bible the type of the chosen people and they identified
themselves as the current embodiment of that type.

Natural

providences confirmed them in that belief in their unique¬
ness as the children of God.

For why else would God send

floods and fevers if not to speak to his people and to
address them in their peculiar circumstance as he could not
do so directly through the Bible, which had been written in
a much earlier time?

But it is the message God spoke

through these natural providences that is most revelatory, of
the Puritan character.

Although they would not have

admitted it, he did not treat them very graciously.

By far

the most of the providences even In Increase Mather’s catalogue
are dire punishments for the sins of the flock or at most.
” eminent Deliverances, and Answers of Prayer.”

This, attitude

that God had to act retributively in nature bespeaks more
eloquently than anything else could how deep was the Puritan
sense of sin.

They were as guilt-ridden and as preoccupied

with evil as any people ever could be.

They even went so

far as to interpret what happened in nature as a punishment
for their supposed sins.

One might beg Alfred North White¬

head’s pardon and call this attitude ”the fallacy of mis¬
placed concreteness” in reverse.

For according to the

Puritans nothing obeyed lavra that were themselves completely
independent of and impervious to what the chosen people did.
Divine providence could supercede the normal course of

nature at any time for the instruction of men.

In this

sense, the natural order was but an expression of the Puritan
religious experience.

The natural order was but a piece in

the larger theological order, a piece that had no value and
held no interest apart from that larger order.

This

attitude prevailed especially in the observation of those
events that seemed to interrupt the normal course of nature
to let Providence intervene,

Among these works of Provi¬

dence were of course witchcraft and diabolic possession.
Thus a keen observer such as Cotton Mather could write in
Memorable Providences or A Brand Plucks out of the Burning
a close account of the torments of the afflicted and never
doubt that what he witnessed was anything other than a
demonstration of the forces of Providence at work, ^
In this way Baconian empiricism served superstitious
belief.

But of course the Puritans did not believe that

witchcraft was superstition.

Their belief in the theolog¬

ical postulates was so strong that they confused myth with
fact and insisted that the operations of spirits were suscep¬
tible at least in their traces and effects of empirical
observation and description,

Spirits in fact were not mythic

for these Puritan successors of the Aristotelian and Scholas#

tie traditions.

As was shown in the last chapter, spirits

were real; they permeated the universe and did its work.

They

were as basic to mediaeval and as we shall see to Puritan
physics and psychology as atoms and neuiBKis are today.

Thus,

Puritan demonology was not something forcibly imposed on a
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world-view that would otherwise sound reasonable to a
modem ear*

Rather it grew out of an entirely different

configuration of ideas about the universe.

That demonology

and witchcraft theory were not altogether logically consist¬
ent with Aristotelian physics may perhaps be conceded*

But

they borrowed enough from Aristotelian and pre-Galilean
science to seem credible and to find acceptance in the minds
of the learned men of the sixteenth and seventeenth centu¬
ries.

The task of this essay is to show how demonology and

witchcraft theory in seventeenth-century New England emerge
out of the world view and the intellectual content of the
time.
In one sense God caused providences by ordaining
them to happen.

But he was not their immediate cause.

He

would not sully his hands in the world by stooping to make
his dictates effectual.

He stood aloof and delegated the

duty of carrying out his dictates to subordinate agencies.
Among the lesser agencies to which Increase Mather ascribed
the power to produce earthly effects were the heavenly
bodies.

The seventeenth century witnessed a controversy over

whether or not the appearance of comets and other unusual
phenomena in the skies was only signal or causal of events
on earth.

Mather was somewhat ambivalent, for as shall be

shown in greater detail later the Puritans feared that if too
great powers were attributed to heavenly bodies, men would
begin paying less attention to Scripture and more attention
to astrology.

Although astrology did not deny the existence
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of God, it did detract from his sovereignty by presuming to
enable man to presage his will.

For a Puritan,, of course,
4

this was utter impiety.

Increase, however, admitted that

the heavens not only hold signs of what is going to
happen; they also take part in making it happen or more
precisely carry out God*s will to make it happen.
...Droughts, Caterpillars, Tempests, Inundations,
Sicknesses, are frequently known to follow upon
the appearance of such Phaenomena*s /as comets7> I
see no sufficient reason why we should not suppose
them to be not only signal but causal thereof }
and perhaps of Earth-quakes*..also, It is
indubitable that the true**Planets and fixed Stars
have a natural influence into such things, though
the manner of their operation is by us silly
Mortals undeclarable Gen, 1.14, Deut, 33,
13,14. Judgi 5*20* Job 33*31,32,33* And therefore
it is not impossible but that Comets may have the
like natural influence, especially when they are
near to the Sun, and that therefore the Blaze
proceeding from them reacheth the Earth, though
by us undiscernable. . ., As to their natural
operation,, they may have different effects, caus¬
ing Droughts in one place/inundations in another,
Earth quakes in another,... according to the
occult qualities which are in the subjects of
their influence.10

.

Mather seems to have limited the influence of the heavens
to natural disasters.

For he says: "Wars, Commotions,

Persecutions, Heresies, the Death of Princes, Changes, and
overturnings in the World do usually happen after the
appearance of such Stars, they seem to he only signal and not
causal of such events.1*^
But the heavens were not the only agency through which
God/ could work his will..

As has been shown in the treatment

of/Malleus Maleficarum. he could also unleash the demonic
powers or fallen angels to tempt and torment men.

The devil
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could produce natural providences just as the powers in the
heavens could.

Gut the devil1 s chief end was the torment of

man not just by sending plagues to destroy his health and
storms to destroy his property, but by possessing his body,
tempting him, and winning his will.

Cotton Mather said in

this regard: ’’The Devil is by the wrath of God the Prince
of this World....Mather, however, was perhaps exag¬
gerating the extent of the devils power*
0

Satan had his way

*

in the world, to be sure, since man was forever sinning.

But

there were two reasons why Satan was not the master of this
world.

First he had to take the world as he found it.

He

could not alter the structure of the universe; that was alone
in God»s power.

Secondly, because the devil acted only at

the command of God, God or his own spiritual agents could
intervene in the world at any time to void, .the jdevil’s work
or as the Puritans themselves would put it, to render a
divine and most merciful deliverance.

The cosmos that the

Puritans conceived was then no simple affair.

Perhaps

William Perkins, an early seventeenth-century English divine
and one of the most authoritative theologians of the Puritan
faith, best described the complexity of the interrelation
between the divine and diabolic worlds, when he wrote in his
magisterial Discourse of the Damned Art of Witchcraft:
...God is not onley in generall a Soveraigne Lord
and King over all his creatures, whether in Heaven
or Earth, none excepted, no not the devils them¬
selves; but...he exerciseth also a speciall Kingdome, ' partly of grace in the Church militant upon
earth, and partly of glory over the Saints and
Angels, members of the Church triumphant in Heaven,
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Nov/ in like manner the Devill hath a Kingdome
called in Scripture the kingdome of darknes,
whereof himselfe is the head and governour, for
which cause he is teamed ,athe prince of dsaknesse. Dthe God of this world, ruling and
effectually workHg“T^tES~Eearts of the chil¬
dren of disobedience •J-*
The Puritan believed then that man lived in one
#

•

.

'

■

world, this earth, and in relation to two others, Heaven and
Hell.
'

.

The cosmos was tri-partite.
■

*

.

.

This earth was God’s
. ■

,

creation, and its order sustained man in life.
two orders had larger significance.

But the other

This earth was merely

the scene or setting for the operations of divine influences
on the one hand and diabolic on the other.

But the distinction

between the divine and the diabolic was not all that sharp.
For first of all God was the creator of the whole world
system.

As such he remained in ultimate control even of the

devil and in fact used him to accomplish his own purposes.
Secondly, only when God intervened directly in the world with¬
out acting through intermediaries did he work by supernatural
power alone.

Mien he did so, he was said to have set the lav/s
0

of nature aside, and this was what the performance of a
#

miracle meant.

#

For the most part, however, God chose to

work through lesser agencies, through the heavens or through
the angelic host.

Mien he did so these lower agencies did

not supplant the ordinary laws of nature, but rather
collaborated in their distinctive power with the ordinary
course of nature in a way that man could not precisely discern.
So also did the forces of Satan work to produce "wonders,.,,
lying and deceitful, which also are extraordinary workes in
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regard of man, because they proceed not from the usuall and
ordinary course of natures

and yet they be no miracles,

because they are done by the vertue of nature, and not
above or against nature simply, but above and against the
ordinary course thereof...
Suffice it to say now that the seventeenth-century
religious mind did not apprehend the universe as existing
on only one plane, the natural, the rational or objectively
*

.

explicable, and by extension the human or humane, as the
eighteenth-century rationalist would.

Rather as has been

suggested, the seventeenthwcentury man thought of three
orders of being and power in the cosmos, this world or the
n

ordinary course of nature”; God or the supernatural, which

manifested itself in this world through direct intervention
or what can be called the miraculous; and finally a third
order.

In order to distinguish this third order from the

purely natural and the purely supernatural, this essay has
adopted the term praeternatural.
the seventeenth century.

The terra was not alien to

This essay uses the word in the same

way that the seventeenth century did, that is, to denote
that whole realm of interrelation between the world of men
and nature and the supernatural world of good and evil
spirits.

This realm of the praeternatural is in part what

Increase Mather had in mind when he said that he hoped to
write a natural history of "things rare and wonderful.”
This essay will explore how certain Puritan divines in New
England during the last half of the seventeenth century
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accommodated their biology and psychology to the tri¬
partite scheme of the cosmos and particularly to the idea
of the praetematural,

Demonology and vdtchcraft theory

also hinged on the Puritan idea of the praetematural and
its operations in the world,
dependence.

This essay will explain that

NOTES
^Increase Mather in fact cites Malleus Maleficarum
as one of his sources in Cases of ConscienceConcerning fivil
Spirits Personating Men,.(London: John Russell Smith,
186^) ,"'2727 Both Cotton and Increase Mather and in fact
most New-England writers oh witchcraft were intimately
acquainted with the whole body on literature on witchcraft.
If one wants proof he only has to turn to Mather*s Cases,
cited above, where he will find at least one reference on
almost every page. Two excellent books examine the history
of witchcraft literature in Great Britain. They ares
Wallace Notesteitt, A History of f&toheraft in England from
1558 to 1718 (Washington: The American Historical As'sociaBion, 191I); and George Lyman Kittredge, Witchcraft in
Old and New England (Cambridget Harvard University Press.
1929) , hittredge exonerates the judges of the witch trials
of guilt by saying that the climate of opinion made belief
in witches natural, while disbelief would have seemed not
just dissident but perverse. G. L. Burr takes issue with
Kittredge In Papers Of the American Historical Association,
on the grounds that the seeming naturalness of a belief
does not excuse its bearers, if that belief, leads to
immoral behavior such as the persecutions to which witch¬
craft belief led.

2James j. waish. "Scholasticism in ColonialColleges,” New England Quarterly. V (1932), 483-532. shows
that education in imerican colleges before the Revolution
was largely Scholastic both in method of instruction and
in content by examining the theses that graduates defended
at commencement. See also, Samuel Eliot Morison, Harvard
in the Seventeenth Century, Vol* I (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 193b), chaps, vii-xiii,
^George Lincoln Burr (ed.), Narratives of the
Witchcraft gases. 1648-1706 (New fork: Barnes & Noble,
Inc.,
16Y
^See Theodore Horaberger, "American Puritanism and
the Rise of the Scientific Mind” (unpublished Ph.D.
dissertation, University of Michigan, 1934), for a
thoroughgoing account of the earliest scientific glim¬
merings in New England.
'’Burr, Narratives.«.. 16.
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6
°For treatment of the theology of Boyle as his
associates see Richard S. Westfall, science and Religion
in Seventeenth-Century England (New Havens Yale University
Press, l9i>£)Y
?Burr, Narratives.... 12-13.
* ^”John Russell’to Increase Mather," The Mather
Papers. Collections of the Massachusetts Historical Society.
tfuf-Fourth 'seri'esTlTO) ,"&}'/ Sited hereafter as
The Mather Papers.
^

g

^These essays are reprinted in Burr, Narratives....
£9-144 and 253-2S6, respectively.
^Increase Mather, Kometographia. or a Discourse
Concerning Comets... (Boston: Printed by S* Tr. for £. £.
And sold by Jr. Browning At the Comer of the Prison Lane
next to the Town-House, 16£3), 132-133..
While‘Mather wa3 writing his tract on comets
Charles Morton, an English Puritan clergyman and scholar
had already finished his Compendium Phvsicae. In the
Compendium Morton controverted Mather’s opinion that comets
exercise causal power over events in nature. Morton writes:
tt

The End of Comets hath been Guessed by their
supposed effects} to prognosticate some Great,
evills to Some particular Country} So that they
have stricken Great terror into the Vulgar} But
A?iser7 men see no satisfactory reasons for these
"supposed Omens. They see that which is Said in
this business is Grounded on falshood, (or at
least ^uncertainty/) Namely that they are inflamed
matter and that their smoake and Ashes pollute the
Air. /But/ All this is to be reckoned among he/
Astrological Vanities*.(The brackets are the
editor’s.)
Morton seems to be in sympathy with the providential idea
when he writes in the same paragraph that the chief end of
comets, if not to cause things to happen according to God’s
will, is still ”to raise admiration in the mind’s of men,
and that the rather by the rarity of their appearance to
convince us how little we know of the Universe, and so
to magnifye the Creator.” (Compendium Physicae. ed.
Theodore Homberger, Publications of the Colonial Society
of Massachusetts. Collections. /T94d/. 93.)
i:L
Ibid.. 133.

£$,

i^Cotton Mather, The Wonders of the Invisible
World. 56.
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^William Perkins, The V/orkes of That Famous arid
Worthy Minister of Christ in the Unlversitle of Cambridge...
(London: Printed for James Bfoler, 1631), 60S,
%bid, 610.

III.

THE SPIRIT OF MAH AND THE
PRAETERNATURAL IDEA
European Antecedents

Puritan thinkers in New England adopted the Scho¬
lastic psychology in full, as had their teachers before them

1
such as Ivilliam Perkins, in England,

We shall see how

colonial divines used Scholastic theory to amplify their
providential scheme of the universe, particularly in its
pnaeternatural aspect.

But another idea of the psyche crept

into Massachusetts intellectual circles during the last
fifteen years of the seventeenth century and perhaps had
more to do with giving substance to the idea of the
praeternatural than even traditional Scholastic terns had.
This new conception of the human being in relation to a
providential God found expression in the works of three men,
Charles Morton, Samuel Lee, and Cotton Mather,

Morton and

Lee both came to America from England in 16£6 and remained
only a few years, Morton dying in 169#, and Lee returning
to England in 1691.

Cotton Mather may very probably have

learned what he had to say on pneumatology from his

2
association with these men.

Or he may have arrived at the

same opinions by reading the same sources.

In any case,

the opinions of all three appeared during the last years
of the seventeenth century, bear a close resemblance, and
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suggest a degree of intellectual exchange, if not actual
collaboration,
In 1693, Morton published a tract titled The Spirit
of Man.

It sets out to show how man is unholy in the sight

of God and what in man is specifically in need of sancti¬
fication.

For the Puritan sanctification was not the same

3

.

as redemption.

.

Rather it was the next stage after God had

raised man into the company of the elect.

Man gained a state

of grace not from any moral ability of his own, but through
God’s gratuitous gift in spite of human sin.

/ifter receiv¬

ing redemptive grace, however, man was in a position to
improve the moral caliber of his life.
enterprise became his chief end.
he was worthy of election.

In fact this moral

He strove to show God that

Morton then is asking the ques¬

tion what is the seat of man’s sin that must be purified be¬
fore the elect can lead the life that befits a saint, ^
Morton deduces first of all that what is in need of sanc¬
tification is not the spirit of God that every man innately
possesses and that the Puritans usually identified with the
rational soul in the faculty psychology of the Scholastics.
“...For He /the spirit of God in manj is not capable of
Sanctification, being already, and always in himself
perfectly Holy.”'*

The divine spark remains innocent of sin.

The root of sin is rather something that obscures the
rational soul.

The pursuit of the flesh does so, but the

corrupt article cannot be the body per se.
has no directive capacity of its own.

For the body

It is subject to
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The source of the unholy life must reside

something else.

then in the capacity that leads the body astray—a fluid
capacity that can be molded for good or ill, a capacity that
can be molded for good or ill, a capacity that can respond
equally to the Logos in the mind and to the wiles of the .
flesh,

Morton calls this middle capacity, this nexus between
*

9

the body and the soul, the spirit of man, citing as Scriptural
justification for this tripartite division of the human
4

being, the-following'texts
And the very God of Peace Sanctifie you wholly,
and I pray God your whole SPIRIT, and SOUL and
BODY, be preserved blameless unto the.Goming of
our Lord Jesus Christ* I Thes. 5:23.°
Spirit is the principle and the process that renders a man
an individual human being*
ingredients.

Morton gives an account of its

It is subject alike to the faculties of the
*

soul and to the temperament of the body*
#

n

HHabits acquired
■

*

1

by Instructions, Examples, or Customes ’ also mold its

constitution*

Finally "the Outward Adjacents. or Circum¬

stances of...Life" affect its disposition*?
warns that

But Morton

n

this Spirit of a man, is most liable to As-

saults by Temptation.Morton continues:
Man has but Dark Apprehensions of himself, and
therein oft times grossly does mistake: But God
by his Word Searcheth intimately, and Discovereth fully to him what he else'would not take
notice of.*.. That word shews him. How his Soul
came pure out of the Hand of God: but he hath
added thereto a vicious Spirit, bv the pervert¬
ing of what God did make upright,"
Thus Morton accommodated the economy of salvation
to the tripartite division of the human being.

But by
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making the spirit a separate entity, he also left the way
open for something else.

For if the spirit, as distinct

from the soul, was the source of man*s recalcitrant
behavior, it of all man*s capacities was especially
susceptible of the enchantments of evil spirits.

It could

thus be interpreted and was as the peculiar agency in man
through which the praetematural forces in the universe
could work their effects.

Not only then did the universe

contain a praetematural aspect, but the human being also
harbored a peculiar capacity that was apprehensive of and
responsive to the operations of this praetematural realm.
Let us examine in detail how Morton, Lee, and Cotton Mather
understood this correspondence between what they called "the
v
>
in
spirit of man” and "the wonders of the invisible world."
In his "Preface" to Morton*s Spirit of Man. Cotton
had said:
".. .As the vdiole work of Sanctification upon the
Spirit, is necessary to make it Excellent, so,
there is a notable stroke of that work performed
in the Sanctification of the Humour, which Is
seen in the Temper and Biass of that Spirit .
There is a certain i&r of our Complexion. which
Results from some Curcumatances or the Union
between our Souls and our Bodies; and this
Disposition, we ordinarily call, The Spirit of
the man.1**1,
Mather was then aware of the tripartite division of the soul
and made use of it in his own work at least as early as
1693.

But he did not make what he means by "Spirit" fully
*

*

clear until he published a pamphlet, .Angel of Bethesda.
in 1722, in which he Is almost entirely occupied with the
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problem of defining and describing the operations of this
spiritIn 1725*,he made his earlier Angel of Bethesda
chapter five of an extended medical treatise, that was also
titled "The Angel of Bethesda," but was never published.^
In chapter five, Mather clearly defines what he mea^s by the
4

spirit, this third term of man’s being.
4

'

\

There is a Spirit in Manj a wonderful Spirit,
which from very good Authority may be called
HI SHMATH-CHAJIM ;I4 (or. The Breath'of Life:)
and which may be of a Middle Nature, between
the Rational Soul, and the Corporeal Mass: but
may be the Medina of Communication, by which
they work upon one another* It wonderfully
receives also Impressions from both of them}-,,
and perhaps it is the vital Ty between them*1**
He concludes %his paragraph with the remark that "the
scriptural Anatomy of Man" also divides his person "into
Spirit, and Soul, and Body,..,"^

It seems reasonable to

assume that Mather was referring to the same biblical pas¬
sage that Morton had used in 1693 and that Mather ms.r.aking
the same tripartite division of the personality that Morton
had made*
*

Mather continues, saying that Nishmath-Chaf1im "has
the Denomination of the aerial Spirit, with seme Philoso#
*
phers, who trouble the Stars, more than there is any Need
for."^7

The last part of this sentence is indicative of the

circumspection that the Puritans showed towards astrology.
Bisb the sentence reveals much more*

Feu* the use of the term

" aerial spirit" links Mather’s speculation with a definite
tradition.

The aerial, or as

it-was

more usually known,

the astral spirit was in neo-Platonic lore the middle teim
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of the human being that had its origin in the celestial
spheres and foxmed the connection as Mather himself says
*

between "the Rational Soul, and the Corporeal Mass*"
doctrine had its roots in ancient thought*

This

Mather aeknowl(

*

edges this when he writes: "...Indeed, the old Platonists
had a Notion, of a certain excellent Body, pellucid and
■

4

4

ethereal, subservient unto the Faculties of the Soul, and
uniting it unto the more terrestrial body."^

Thence, the

idea passed through the middle ages in a submerged form,*^
and was revived in the mystical and magical treatises of
Marsillo Ficino, a prominent member of the Florentine
Academy in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries*
0. P. Walker in his Spiritual and Demonic Magic from Ficino
to Campanella. says that an important element in Ficino*s
magic was "the aetheric vehicle which” the neo-Platonists
believed that "the soul acquires from the various stars and
spheres it passes through during its descent into the
20
earthly body,"
But even if the Florentine Academy
revived the idea of the spirit, it is unlikely that Mather
borrowed it from that source*

For there is another link in

this tradition, and that is the alchemical, biological, and
medical speculation of such men as Paracelsus in the
sixteenth century and Jean Baptista van Helmont in the
seventeenth.

Several New England scholars were acquainted

with the works of these two men and others less well known.
John l&nthrop, Jr., governor of Connecticul and scientific
*

observer, was one of the first to study this literature

kk
and perhaps had a more thorough knowledge of it than any21
one else in New England ever would have*
But Winthrop
died in 1676, probably too early to have had any direct
influence on Cotton Mather*

Mather, however, did not need.

such influence because he-.read the works of Paracelsus and
van Helmont for himself .
of these menj
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"The Ang§! of Bethesda" cites both

and The Wonders of the Invisible florid

acknowledges Paracelsus.

flhat then was Mather » s debt to

philosophical medicine?
According to Paracelsus, an illness is not uniform
in nature for everyone whoshovjsthe same symptoms.

Rather

each patient suffers a condition peculiarly his own, even
though the symptoms may be superficially the same,

.

In

adopting this point of view, Paracelsus was reacting against
the Galenic tradition in medicine that during the middle
ages had become exceedingly academic in its approach and
hardly more than the application to the patient of set
prescriptions whenever certain symptoms appeared.

Paracelsus

needed some theoretical explanation of disease and treatment
in order to distinguish his own position as sharply as
possible from that of the traditionalists and thus to
register his protest.

For this reason, he developed the

theory that disease was not simply the entrance of some
foreign factor into the body that had to be discharged by
*
blood-letting, but was instead a process by which the whole
organism was poisoned by and finally succumbed to the work¬
ing of whatever the foreign factor was.

Since the whole
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organism was involved in sustaining the disease, the
i

.

treatment had to vary from patient to patient because each
organism was unlike erery other. Still Paracelsus needed to
attribute this variation to sane locus in the human being.
The idea of the astral spirit supplied his need* The spirit
as distinct from the soul and the body deteitnined each man's
specificity, This spirit or balsam was the source of each
man?s vital Functions, Vfoen it was working properly it .
kept him healthy*. But it was also susceptible of being
infected, and-was not only the internal factor in disease,
*

'

*

but also the detenninant of the peculiar character of each
man’s reaction to infection#2^
Van Helmont was perhaps the most prolific and
originative of Paracelsus* disciples. He carried the work
of his teacher out of the realm of occult speculation and
into true, albeit primitive, science, The parallels between
§

'

'

•

the two are nevertheless great, and one of these is their
intense and common interest in the application of their
discoveries to the welfare of man. Van Helmont vjas parties
ularly successful at blending his biology and medicine with
a Christian pietism and a concern for social service.2**
The blend of social service and piety in van .Helmont is
what : attracted Cotton Mather, whose ova, Essays To Do Good
reflect this attitude.2^ Van Helmont*s speculative
medicine rested on the same identification of the spirit
or vital principle as the source of health and sickness that
Paracelsus had made*
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Samuel Lee, among New-England divines in the latter
part of the seventeenth century, seems to have been partic¬
ularly interested in Paracelsus* and van Helmont*s work
as well as the work of others of their kind.

In the printed

catalogue of his library are to be found the titles of
books by both Paracelsus and van Helmont.2^

In his Triumph

of Mercy. Lee agrees with van Helmont that blood-letting is
dangerous because it drains away ”the very Balsam of Mans
Body for the prolongation of life."2^

Cotton Mather, how¬

ever, is the Hew England Puritan who best exemplifies all
that Paracelsus and van Helmont had stood for, namely, the
empirical concern of the physician, the speculative concern
of the natural philosopher and the social concern of the
Christian pietist.

Like Paracelsus and van Helmont, Mather

believed that man’s spirit was the source of the bodily
functions*
Tis the Nishmath-Chaiim. that is the Strength of
every Part in our Body, and that gives Motion to
it. Here perhaps the Origin of muscular Motion
may be'a little accounted for. And this is the
Spirit, and the Balsams, and one might almost say,
the Keeper, of eachJBarb, which is occupied and
befriended with it.*9
But it is also the element in the person that loses its
balance when disease strikes and needs treatment in order
on

that the whole organism can mend.

Man, however, can

take definite precautions against disease.

Because the

4

Nlshmath-Chaiim is a spirit, it has the capacity to obey
0

a higher order of incorporeal substance, and in man such a
higher order is the rational soul that God illumines in
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response to man*s prayer and devotion.

If man vd.ll but

allow the Mishmath-Cha.iim to have its proper access to the
commands of illumined reason, the Nishmath-Cha.jim vdll
repay his effort by keeping the body in good health.

In

the following passage, Mather epitomizes van Helmont*s
synthesis of medicine and theology vdth an ardor and a
sense of commitment that tells the reader that he had made
then his ov/n:

r

Of all the Remedies'under Heaven, for the con¬
quering of Distempers, and for the Preservation
of Health, and Prolongation of Life, there vdll
now be found none like serious Piety, Many
Remedies have done virtuously, (and had their
Virtues! but thou excellest them all. The
Rational&goul in its Reflections has powerful and
wonderfullbafTuences on* the Nishmath-Cha.jim. Nov/,
in the Methods of Piety, gett a Soul into the
Peace of God, vdth Assurance of a Reconciliation
to Him; and walk in the Fear of God, and the Comfort of the Holy Spirit; keeping always in, and
filled always vdth, His Love; and indulge none of
those Lusts, which render the 'Wicked like the
troubled Sea, Keep a Conscience, which in a
continual Aim at what is Right shall make a
continual Feast, Be not Anxious about Futurities,
nor Disturbed upon Provocations; but lett the
Strong Faith of a faithful Saviour performing the
Thing that is appointed for us in all that happens,
produce a perpetual Tranquillity and Serenity in
the Soul, Go on singing in the Ways of the Lord,
and casting all Byrdens on Him., and rejoicing in
the Hope of the Glory of God,^1
Even in this statement of the pietistic medicine of

the Renaissance and Reformation one can detect the Aristote¬
lian and Scholastic antecedents that we have already treated
and that underlay every Puritan speculation on the nature of
man.

Man lives in precarious balance between sin and

salvation.

If he pursues his appetites without restraint

he vail lose his soul.

The remedy lies in his adherence
/

to the rules of his rational soul.

If anything, the

Reformation and the Puritan theocracy in New England had
increased man’s sense of the precariousness of his position
s

.

One of the factors, however, that spared the Puritan from
letting his fears become morbid preoccupations was the
pietism in pietistic medicine, which insisted that man has
an obligation to help himself and his fellows.

The source

of this help lay in the natural world around him.

By

inquiring into nature and finding therein a knowledge with
4

practical and humane applications, man could repair some
of the damage that sin had done.

Unfortunately the Puritan

was not accustomed to turning his gaze so much outside him¬
self, and not until the early 1720»s, when innoculation
against smallpox was haltingly introduced, did Boston begin
to reap the benefits of van Helmont’s point of view.-*2

Be¬

fore that time the Puritan continued to gaze within himself
and find sin there still.

The remainder of this essay is

devoted to showing how Cotton Mather, Charles Morton, and
their associates turned the speculations of van Helmont
and others—which, as we have studied them, laid the basis
for a humane view of man—into an explanation of a
praeternatural realm- in which demons and witches lurked and
wrought their malice.

.
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Puritan Adaptations
If the spirit was "the vital Ty" between the soul
and the body, Mather had to give it some sort of substance*
Thus he says: •
Our
smath~Chajiia seems to be commensurate unto
our Bodies: an# our Bodies are confomable to the
Shape which God our Maker gives to that plastic
Spirit, (if we may call it so). But by what
Principle the Particles of it, which may be finer
than those of the Light itself, are kept in their
Cohaesion_to one another, is a Thing yett unknown
unto us.-3-*
The Ni3hmath»dha.1im is then the shape of the body, and as
such is a unity,

In this sense it is independent in the

particular form it takes of piirely organic, causal factors
or determination,

It is not merely a function of the body

formed from the action of the bodily mechanism.
receives its pattern from the hand of God.

Instead, it

In this respect

at least, it may be said to be spiritual, that is, distinct
from and surpassing anything in the natural order both as
to its cause and its character.

But since the Hishmath-

Chalim sustains an Intimate relationship vdth body, it has
to have seme connection thereto,

Mather recognized this

when in the passage just quoted he described "that plastic
Spirit" as being composed of "Particles,. .which may be
finer than those of the Light itself...."

And in the

paragraph immediately preceding, he cites Heumius,

(1543**

1601), a Dutch physician and minor natural philosopher, as
saying that the middle term of the person is " * A Kind of
Ethereal Spirit, elaborated out of the purest Part of the
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Blood, and changed into the Substance of a very subtil Airj
and the prime Instrument of the Soul for the Performance of
its Functions.*"^ If one were to take this passage by
itself., he would conclude that the "Ethereal spirit" was no
more than a function of the body that "the purest Part of
the Blood" is capable of producing.

But Mather would

strenuously have denied such, a materialistic interpretation.
He would have probably resolved the difficulty by saying
that the Hishmath-Chajim is spiritual in that its source is
God and corporeal in that it depends on the body for
sustenance*

The Nishmath«»Cha,1im could be considered then

from two points of view;

either as a spiritual being of

divine origin and therefore of a substance that mere, master
was incapable of producing or in its working relationsiiip
with the body, as derivative of "the purest Part of the
Blood.11 Mather and Morton adopted the first point of view
from the Cambridge Platanists and the second from the
corpuscuiarian philosophy of Robert Boyle and from the
Cartesian speculation on those intermediari es between mind
and matter, called animal spirits.
The Cambridge Platonists were a snail group of
broad-Ghurch Anglican scholars who taught and preached in
Cambridge during the middle part of the seventeenth century.
They affixmed the preeminence of spirit in the universe as
a causal and directive agency and in man as a source from
which he could draw virtue and inspiration.

The spirit

that they found in man was an instrument by which he could

conduct his life according to the virtues of humility and
humanity*

Their Insistence on tolerance and reason is an

indication that their speculation was a reaction against
the acrimonious controversy over religion and politics
that plagued the intellectual life of seventeenth-century
England.

They proposed that man sould turn inwardly and

find there a guide to conduct thatwould inform his out¬
ward life with the serenity of a godly man.

But their

speculation wa a by no means only ethical in intention.

For

they were also reacting against the materialism that Thomas
Hobbes had expounded and against the mechanistic implica¬
tions of Cartesian philosophy.

In differentiating their own

position from that of Hobbes and later Descartes, they
turned to the neo-Platonic philosophy that had flourished, as
#

we have seen, in the Florentine Academy a century earlier.
In The Platonic Renaissance in England. Ernst Cassirer
# •

•

shows how the English humanists* principally John Colet and
Sir Thcmas More, appropriated much of the neo-Piatonlan of
the Italian Renaissance through literary channels and how
the work of these humanists passed then into that of the
Cambridge men.
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*

From this neo-Platonic tradition, the

most mystical of these Cambridge divines, Henry More,
borrowed the idea of a whole hierarchy of immaterial
0

«

*

agencies, performing functions vital to the life of the
universe and of man.

The agency that did these things for

man was known as the plastic spirit.

We have seen that
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Mather used the tem in an identical sense to denote the
connection between the body and the soul, and the operation
of the two as one, and it is probable that Mather borrowed
the term from More.

For Mather knew More’s work, having a

copy of More’s Divine Dialogues in his library and being
intimately acquainted with Saducismu3 Triumphatus. a work
on which More had collaborated with another natural
philosopher, Joseph Glanvil.

This book purported to

prove the primacy of spiritual agency in the universe by
demonstrating the way demons and witches worked.
dence og

The evi¬

diabolic and all else in tradition and popular

imagination that science could not satisfactorily explain
were ascribed to the work of spirits whether the plastic
spirit of man or spirits independent of any body.

Such a

position was made the front line of defense against those
who would argue that everything in the universe could be
explained by matter in motion. Mather echoes this antiHobbesian bias that he had absorbed from reading the
#

Cambridge Platon!sts and Joseph Glanvil, when he writes in
"The iingel of Bethesda" that:
There are indeed many Things in the Humane Body,
that cannot be solved by the Rules of Mechanism.
Our Mishmath-Chaiim will go very far to help us,
in the Solution of them* JIndeed we can scarce
well subsist without it.^»
But Henry More and Joseph Glanvil were not hostile
to science.

In fact both made important contributions to

the "new Philosophy" while remaining loyal to the old faith.
In their minds science and religion were eminently
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reconcilable and one of their tasks was to show how this was
so.

What they did find objectionable was any opinion

intimating that science denies spiritual agency;
the position of the New England divines also.

This was

Thus when

Mather was faced vdth the task of explaining the relationship of the Nishmath-Chajim or plastic Spirit to the body,
he did not exclude corporeal factors from his explanation.
Rather he tried to show how the corpuscularian explanation
that the ”new Philosophy” gave of thebody’s work was in
harmony with the neo*Platonic notion of the immateriality of
the plastic spirit,

To do this he resorted to the Cartesian

and corpuscularian notion of animal spirits.
Descartes had been concerned with how men can know
with certainty. He rejected sense experience as the source
of error.

He found instead that knowledge comes from thijr

Mind’s contemplation of what it apprehends independently of
sense.

But by defining knowledge as the result of interior
0

inspection, he changed the character of man’s relation to the
external world.
unimportant.

He did not say that the external world was

To the contrary, what he discerned by the

detached operation of the mind ms a clear and distinct
knowledge of just that world.

But he did say that the knower

and the known were fundamentally different.

They were in

fact different substances, thought being unextended and
things extended.

But this dualism of idea and the object

that the idea represents before the mind raised difficulties.
For how was he to explain perception?

How was man ever to
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know that the image he had of an object ms really repre*
tentative of that object? How could the steaded is space
become the unexbended in mind? la order to explain sensa¬
tion, feeling, emotion and all those states of manta being
that are neither purely physical nor purely mental he
resorted to the Scholastic notion of animal spirits#

These

spirits were said to transfossa tho materiality of a tiling .
Into an Immateriality sufficient to enable that tiling to ..
be entertained by the mind as an image#

•

:

The cerpuseulariaa philosophy also appropriated the
notion of spirits. ' Robert Boyle*©'position-in this regard,
commanded considerable respect in Sngland for sane time#
Since Boyle was primarily a chemist ho used the word n spirit”
to denote much more than Descartes, For him spirits were not
things different in Substance from matter but only the most
rarefied ferns of matter, Allbho world consisted of
corpuscles obeying the same lavra of combination and dissoc¬
iation, save v&en Providence intervened. Spirts were simply
tho most subtile and active of these corpuscles# Boyle was
*

devoutly religious* and he tried in page after page to
explain how his universe for all Its intrinsic regularity
still needed a provident and personal Bod# But he had a
difficult time of it# Unlike the Flatonists who said that
spirit is a distinct order of being through which God works
Ms will, Boyle considered spirit as simply an aspect of
, “

#

matter. ®ie universe had only one constituent* the corpus¬
cle. vshen Bod wanted to act in the world he had to act
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directly, and when he did so he had to set aside the
natural laws that governed the universe in its normal course.,
Still, because Boyle tried to reconcile his mechanical idea
of the universe with the older, providential.idea and seemed
to succeed if one did not look too closely, divines adopted
his views without fear of being heterodox for doing so.
The best source to which to turn to find out how
the Puritan scholar in New England understood Cartesian
and corpusoularian thought is Charles llorton’s Compendium
Physicao.

it became the textbook in science at Harvard in

1607 and endured in that role until 1720,

It represents

the stage in English scientific thought that, had already
absorbed Descartes and was feeling the impact of Boyle,
But Mortonfs Compendium retains much of Aristotelian physics
and is in tone decidedly Scholastic,

It registers to a

degree no other piece of literature could the curious
relationship that the Puritan mind established, when it
confronted the ”new Philosophy” for the first time, between
Aristotelian learning, Puritan theology and the new science.
There could be no better index to the path by which early
modern science found its way into the minds of men still
preoccupied with the old ways of thought,
Charles Morton adopted the Cartesian and corpuscularian view that the spirits that linked the body and the
mind were simply highly attenuated material particles or
corpuscles.

He says:

Matter Volatilized, and put in motion is Some¬
times Equivocally cal,d Spirits as the form or
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Life of Vegetables, and those Steams cal’d
natural, Vital, and Animal Spirits in the
bodyes of men and beasts
And thus the Order of things, and haimony of
the V/orld appear, without that great Gapp £E>etween7
Spirituall, and bodyly Substance.39
In a later chapter on what sleep is, Morton describes how the
body manufactures spirits in greater detail. There he saysj
Sleep a state•or mode of ^Existing/ wherein the
Exterior Senses, and that which is cal’d Common
sens are obstructed in their operations, for tin
health of the Animall, and restauration of
Spirits. Tis caus’d by the Steams of food and
blood ascending into the brain, by whose coldness
they are Said to be condensed into moysture which
obstructs the passages of the Spirits that they
cannot freely permeate to the Organs of Sens.
But it Seams rather that nature. Intending but one
work at once causes those vapours to lye; and
fexment with the Spirits allready foxmed. and by
their mixture the firmer parts are volatilized
into the Same nature with the Spirits. So that
as blood makes blood by Circulating the Chile
with it. So Spirits make Spirits by their
fomenting togather with this Vaporous matter:
and while this work is in doing they have not
leisure to attend the Senses. And thus the '
continual Evaporation of Spirits is recruted,
and
the Animall is revived, ana refreshed.**0
But again let it be said that the spirit itself
or Hishmath-Cha.iim did not require attachment to the living
body in order to exist as an entity. After the body had
perished and had ceased making animal spirits the NishmathChajim remained. For Mather says: "It is probable, that
when we dy, the Kishmath-Chajlm goes away, as a Vehicle to
the Rational Soul; and continues unto it an Instrument of
many Operations."^ The animal spirits that Morton describes
are then not essential to the spirit’s existence but merely
the means the spirit uses to perfoim its functions, while
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attached to a living body.
As we have seen one of the functions that Mather
ascribes to the Hishmath-Cha.Iim. working through animal
spirits, is the preservation of bodily health.

Writing

in the tradition of Paracelsus and van Helmont in this
regard, he also holds that the disruption of the generation
and flow of animal spirits is the root of sickness and that
the restoration of this process is the key to cure and the
task to which the physician must apply himself.

Mather * s

treatment of how the disruption takes place, though none too
clear, is nevertheless, highly important*

He has already

indicated an explanation for the disruption in the passage
quoted earlier, where he said that men should "indulge
none of those Lusts, which render the kicked like a
troubled Sea," and then advised: "Be not Anxious about
Futurities, nor Disturbed upon Provocations; but lett the
Strong Faith of a faithful Saviour...produce a perpetual
2

Tranquillity and Serenity in the Soul."^

He is saying

that any sort of excess or anxiety will throw the mind
into a state of disequilibrium, that is to say, the
individual, in his excitement or preoccupation will
remove the mind from the suasions of the rational soul.
"...The Strong Faith of a faithful Saviour" is an abbre¬
viated way of saying the wisdom to which the mind has
access through the rational soul and the comfort, the
"perpetual Tranquillity and Serenity," that this wisdom
brings to an otherwise anxious soul.

What Mather is

suggesting then is a mental cause of physical illness and
likewise a mental cure.

For he says:

Lett the Physician with*all possible Ingenuity
of Conversation, find out, what Hatter of Anxiety
there may have been upon the Mind of the Patient?
what there is that has made his Life uneasy to
him. Having discovered the Burden, lett him use
all the Ways he can devise, to take it off. Offer
him such Thoughts as may be the best Anodynes for
his distressed Mind; especially the right Thoughts
of the Righteous, and tfgL Ways to a Composure
'
upon religious Principled, Give him a Prospect,
if you can? of sound Deliverance from his
Distresses, or some Abatement of them* Raise in
him as-bright Thoughts as may be; and scatter the
Clouds, remove the Loads, which his Mind is
perplexed withal? especially*, by representing and
magnifying the Mercy of God xn Ghrist unto him,tt***<
But Mather did not simply postulate a psychosomatic
factor in illness and let it go at that,

His Kishmath-

Chaiim liras an attempt to make that factor explicit, that is,
an attempt to build a theory that would explain as

,

v

satisfactorily as possible how mental and emotional factors
can have physical effects.
Mather*s

But it is not so much to

n

Angel of Bethesda" that one must turn for an

elaboration of this theory as to Morton*s Compendium
Phvsicae.
As we shall see, Morton uses Scholastic texmi#
*
nology, whereas Mather tended to use the multiple terns
that he had absorbed from his vast and eclectic reading in
the natural philosophy of the Renaissance,

But to use

Morton*s and Mather*s accounts somewhat interchangeably is
not to be misrepresentative of either*

For it has been shown

that they knew each other*s work, probably read many of the
same sources, and also probably compared and exchanged notes.
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Scholastic epistemology, borrowing from Aristotle ,
held that the senses yield an accurate representation of
the external world,
perceive.

what men perceive is what there is to

Indeed, the very my in which sensation takes

place, does not penult of error.

For perception is the

transfer of the sensible form of the perceived object to
the sense-organ of the perceiver.
retained in the memory.

This sensible form is

Morton describes the work of

memory in a picturesque prose: "What has appeared and been
perceived by the Senses, has made an Impression upon the
Animal Spirits in the brain which Signature is retain’d
for Contemplation long after the Sensation is Ended.. .
The

tt

Animal Spirits in the brain,” which bear the sensible

form of something formerly perceived, are called
Phantasms ifaich if they be materiall Images, they
had need be much Contracted, because of the
multitude lay’d up In that little Storehouse they
may be Somewhat apprehended by those little
pictures of outward objects that are deliniated
in the Retina-of the Eye, v/here a Miole Hemi¬
sphere may be, and is usually contracted to the
breadth of a Pea, and yet all the varyety of
Colours, and figures is Exactly represented there¬
in JT] now the memorial! Species may be a con¬
traction of these again, and So contain in them
only as it were the Seed of Conceptions, which
brought forth' to the fancy may Soon in ZEhaOJ
fertile Soyle, grow up, and Expatiate themselves
to a convenient magnitude for contemplation.**?
Fancy, the, is the recollection of the ’’Phantasms" that
memory keeps.

In a delightful passage that one -would

hardly expect to find in a physics textbook, Morton illus¬
trates the service that fancy renders:
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...Thus I have an Image of my friend whom I look
upon with my thoughts, and with him (as it were)
converse dayly, though he be personality/” £ar
distant or perhaps dead.
fancy is Image-maker in the brain
of absent.friends we present Shape
retain**0
In a more prosaic vein Morton writer:
Phantasy, or fancy is the /second/ interior Sens,
the Seat/^hereof/ they place in the middle part of
the brain, tis defin’d a Sensative power, whereby
the Animall soul can Apprehend. Compare and Estimate
Phantasms, which arte/Images (thence/ tis Gal’d
Imagination,) or representations of things that
have been some way or other perceived by /outward/
Two points need emphasis here,

first of all, it is incorrect

to tern fancy a purely mental operation.
occurs in the brain.
ideation.

To be sure, it

But it does not involve ideas and

Rather it involves images and imagination, and

in this sense fancy is closer to sense than to reason.
fact Morton calls it

n

the...interior Sens.”

In

In this way

he is following the whole philosophic tradition, especially
the Aristotelian and Scholastic tradition, before Descartes,
Aristotle had considered everything that was not pure idea,
that is, the result of intellection, to be physical.

Not

until Descartes did all the modes of apprehension, including
*

*

sensing and feeling, became mental operations, too.

But even

Descartes had had to borrow the notion of animal spirits from
the Scholastics in order to explain the mechanics of percep¬
tion.

Yet it was by this very notion of animal spirits that

the Scholastics had tried to preserve an organic distinction
between ideation and sensation, memory, and imagination.

Per
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the Scholastics, of course, the distinction was not prima¬
rily epistemological, but ontological and even ethical.
Reason apprehended the divine light, from which xvisdaa
came.

The senses and their derivative, the imagination, on

the other hand, apprehended the world and one*s own body,
the attractions of which caused men to forget the rational
function and thus to err and sin.

Reason, then, should

exist oh a separate and higher level' in the epistemological
scale theh sense, amohy, and imagination, just as the
objects of reason existed on a higher level in the scale of
being than did the objects of sense.

As has been said,

Morton had assimilated much of Cartesian philosophy, but lie
had learned his Descartes primarily through a Scholastic
interpreter, Antoine Le Grand.^

Thus, although the new

ideas stimulated his own thought, they stimulated him in the
direction of elaborating and confirming vrtiat he already
believed, namely the truth of Aristotelian or Scholastic
physics.

Those scholars, such as Morton, who were pre¬

disposed to think so, could treat Cartesian philosophy as,a
substantiation of the old truths,

Morton could embrace

Descartes1 reaffirmation of the function of animal spirits
(a constituent of Cartesian speculation that was really
quite peripheral, but one that Aristotelians such as Le Grand
emphasised) and at the same time ignore the novel attitude
that Descartes assumed towards himself and the world.
Secondly, Morton tells, in the last passage quoted,
what the particular function of fancy is.

It is the faculty,
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’•whereby the Animall Soul can Apprehend, Compare, and
Estimate Phantasms...Uieir function, the estimation of
Phantasms, is of importance in this treatment.

The memory

contained impressions of many desirable tilings, all the
worldly comforts and pleasures.

According to Horton fancy

called these impressions forth to anticipate their satisfac¬
tion.

But many of these pleasures that fancy entertained

were either unattainable or if attainable then excessively
mean, prideful, or sensual and thus bad for the health of
the soul.

Thus if fancy dwelt on these pleasures over-long,

it would acquire an appetite for them and stir man to seek
their satisfaction.

In this way man would emasculate the

divine light in the mind that alone kept him from evil and
fall into a life of sin.

The only way to prevent such a

course was, as we have seen in considering Scholastic psychol¬
ogy, to keep the will open to the verdict of reason on what
the appetite seeks.

If man should fail in this obligation,

the will was powerless to prevent the appetite from getting
its way on whatever fancy proposed.

As Horton says, a

rampant fancy leads to ’’Vehemence of Passion.”

Such a

’’Vitiation” of the faculty
is the distemper cal’d madness, which Seams to be
but a hlg/K]e>v degree and more fixed State of the
last act mentioned /T. e., ”Vehemence of Passion”7»
for vrtien the tone of the brain is So altered, and
misshapen that it continues in that deformyty, as
that reason cannot act for the fancyes Extravigance, then tis madness! for as a Maimed body is
unfit for motion. So a distempered, and distorted
brain is for ratiocination. The Difference there¬
fore between madness, and Ext^/F]&vigant passion
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Seams to be this; that madness is a broken
limb, or a Crooked body which readers it
utterly unapt for some motions, whereas the
Wild Vehemence' of passions (before noted) is
but a ^prayrj7. or a Short tempm*ary /and/
Voluntary , bonding of the body out of its naturall posture this indeed hinders a Conven¬
ient motion for the present but takes it not

/quite^ away,*"
Ihe unrestricted pursuit of what the appetite ordains
produces "Vehemence of Passion" that in turn alters "the
tone of the brain* % The brain as has been shown in an
earlier quotation from Morton is responsible for the
production of the animal spirits that keep the whole
organism in health and equilibrium,

But X'Jhen.man insa-

tiably pursues his pleasure he throws the mind off balance,
disturbs the process generative of animal spirits and thus
taxes the body,

A man in such a condition must then rely

on what animal spirits he already has to keep control of
the body.

But they are agitated and spent#

He reflects

their condition, that is to say, he grows at once mentally
agitated and physically spent.
erratic and unreasonable.

His behavior then becomes

The "Vehemence of Passion"

persists and finally turns to madness.
Madness, however, is not the only result of the
collaboration of fancy and appetite.

Sometimes the desire

for something that fancy represented to the mind was so
intense that appetite roused the animal spirits of which
imagination consisted and caused then to produce physical
affects on other parts of the body.

Thus natural philos¬

ophers in both England and America commonly held that such

agitation in the mother, during pregnancy could produce
physical effects on the child in the womb.

Morton even

devotes a page of his Compendium Phvsicae to an explanation
of this phenomenon!
As to those Ext email, and Cuticuller Marks which
happen to the Bnbryo.; after its Substantial
formation (as we see in Many persons blood- .
spots, and Notable Moles, having resemblan/cye
of Some fruit* or other thing longed for by“the
Mother j and tie Said that if the Mother in a
longing Condition touch any part of her own body
With her hand; the Correspondent part of the
Child will accordingly be marked,1 For all
these things we know nothow to-account, but by
those Phantastical i^esslpns.50
Cotton Mather repeats this notion in his "Angel of Bethesda
when he says;
There is an astonishing Operation, and Indeed
some Illustration and Explanation or the NishmathCha.lim, In praegnant Men; whose Imagination
requently makes Impressions on the unborn Infants,
that would exceed all Beleef, if we had them not
continually in View before our Eyes; The In¬
stances are so numerous and so various, that one
might compile a large Volume of them....?*1*
Mather is noting the same Phenomenon as an instance of the
power of the Niahmath-Cha.lim that Morton had noted as an
instance of the power of fancy.

But as can be seen in the

#

passage from Mather, he like Morton, accepts the notion of
imagination.
thing;
Morton,

Thus they are both talking about the same

only Mather is more elaborate in his notion than
For Mather not only postulates the imagination; he

also postulates "a Fabric of Spirits” through which the
power of imagination makes itself felt.

Mather writes:
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The sagacious Dr. Sydenham,^ seems to have the
Scent of our Mishmath.-Cha.1im. when he tells us,
that as the Outward Man is framed with parts,
obvious to Sense, thus the Inward Man does consist
of a due Series, and as it were a Fabric of Spirits,
to be view’d only by the Eye of Reason: And as •
this is united with the Constitution of the Body, so
the Frame of it is more or less easily disordered,
by how much the Constitution of the Spirits is more
or less firm vdthin us. And that the Origin of the
Splenetic and Hysteric Ataxy in the Body is a
feeble Constitution- of the Spirits, and the break¬
ing of their System, so that they are easily
dissipated, or have an unaequal DistributionS*
Mather not only agrees :1th Morton that the imagination has
the power to produce physical effects by working through the
animal spirits or what Mather calls Nishmath-Chalim.

He also

agrees with Morton that the upset of this system with its
head in "the interior Sens" or fancy, is the cause of distress
♦

V.

4

or anxiety, that is to say what Mortbn called "madness,0
what Mather called "Splenetic and Hysteric Ataxy," and what
we today would call mental illness*

Furthermore, since

Mather’s concern in "The Angel of Bethesda" is primarily
medical he holds that just as the imagination of the mother
can work effects on the unborne babe so the distemper of the
"Fabric of Spirits" can produce physical illness.

The

observed physical illness is symptomatic of mental distress,
and not until the mental factor is brought to ease will the

5h
physical disease disappear.
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Mother on a Foetus (is) a pregnant Instance I)" (Quoted
in Frank Alexander Tredinnick, Jr*, "Cotton Mather,
Puritan scientist j a study of His Curiosa Americana"
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/unpublished master’s thesis* Coltsabia University, 19477,
j>0♦} Gf, Increase Mather, Remarkable Providences*,*”in
Burr, narratives#... 72#
^Thomas Sydenham, seventeenth-century English
physician and natural philosopher* See Charles E* Haven,

SMHPJENMfcWMS
WSSWw.
and 240«
^Beall and Shryock, 166.
%bid.

IV*

DSiGNOLGCS AMD THE PRAETBRHATUBAL IDEA

The Demon
Let us now consider the theory that the Puritans
shaped to explain how demons could work their malice on
man,

This chapter will treat of tho way the devils used

the human constitution, examined in the last chapter, to
produce their praeternatural effects.

But it should first

be understood that the devil could operate in three ways•
First, he could manipulate natural processes external to
man to produce plagues and foul weather.

Secondly, he

could create illusory phenomena that man 'would mistake for
the real thing.

Only in the last instance did tho devil

have to invade the spirit and cause internal distress.

The

devil applied the first two methods more or loss steadily.
Every untoward occurence could be attributed to the devil
and could thus be interpreted as bearing a Providential
meaning.

The last method was the most terrible because the

most direct.

The Puritans counted themselves fortunate that

God did not permit the devil to haunt them in this immediate
fashion more often than he did.

Thus, before turning to

the manner of the devil*s invasion of the human spirit,
some consideration should be given to the other methods by
which the devil could obtain his ends,
72

Just as the Puritans
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had used certain ideas of the Cambridge neo-Platoaiste to
reinforce their own idea of spirit as the middle term,
of the person, so they also drew on Cambridge neo-Platonism
for an explanation of the devil’s operation in the external
world.

How then did the neo-Platonic heritage, especially

as this heritage had found expression in the work of the
Cambridge philosophers, contribute to the Puritan under¬
standing of the devil’s operation in the world at large?
'The h’ew-Sngland Puritans believed that agents of
evil inhabit tue upper air.

1

Tills notion seems anomalous

when devils have always been depicted as the tormentors of
men in hell*

But the idea that at least seme devils

inhabit the sublunary spaces derived from a definite
tradition, namely, the neo-Platonic speculation of antiq¬
uity and the Renaissance, from which as we have already
seen, the idea of the spirit as the middle torn of the
soul had come.

2

In Christian thought the demons retained

the powers that the neo-Platonic demons had had, but they
were no longer subordinates.

For Christianity, with its

strong bent towards Maniehaeism, had made them the evil
spirits that used their powers over natural processed, not
for creative good as the neo-Platonic demons had done,
but rather to beguile men into further and further sin,
Hew-EngLand divines did not use the testa world-Soul to
denote the forces of nature that demons could manipulate
to their designs.

They might consider what the neo-Pla-

tonists had called the -orld-Soul simply to be the course
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of nature, as

.illiasa Perkins had dono.^

But since the

latter part of the sixteenth century, when Perkins had
written, the phrase, the course of nature had acquired a
certain irreligious connotation*

For in the hands of

materialists and mechanical philosophers it implied not
the nature in which Providence worked through praetomatural
means, but the nature that obeyed its own laws and precluded
the intervention of supernatural agency.

As we have seen,

the Cambridge noo-Platoniets reacted against this assertion
and proposed instead that natural processes are not simply
the result of matter in motion, but are the product of
spiritual agency*

They used the old idea of the wOrld-Soul

to show.how such spiritual agency worked but adopted a now
nomenclature.

Ralph Cudworth, one of the Cambridge men,

called the spiritual agency Immanent in the universe tie
plastic nature.^

Cotton Mather adopted tills idea to explain

how the demons and witches practice certain aspects of their
craft.

lie says:

“witchcraft seems to be the Skill of Apply¬

ing the Plastic Spirit^ of the world, unto some unlawful
purposes, by means of a Confederacy with Evil spirits
Mather wrote this in the susnaor or early fall of 1692, during
the Salem frensy.

Two years before a Harvard senior,

Uathanlel Clap, had defended in formal Scholastic debate, the
quaeotio “whether the plastic force of the world can bo
applied to putting through a witchcraft job,”^

That the

Idea of a plastic nature was fairly widespread among divines
in Hew England is then fairly certain.

That the How-Sngland
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ministers would use the Idea to bolster witchcraft belief
is further evidence of their acquaintance «ith another
aspect of the speculation..of..-the English neo-Platonists,
namely, tho attempt of Henry More and Joseph Glanvil to
show the primacy of spiritual agency in the world by
proving the existence of evil spirits and explaining, the
manner of their agency,,

Under pressure of attach from

materialists and mechanists, men such as Gudworth, More, and
Glanvil enlarged the scope of spiritual agency and built an
elaborate theory in its defense*

How England witchcraft

theory reflects this expansion, and the growth and elabora¬
tion of the Puritan idea of the praotoraatural in the late
seventeenth century owes much to the speculation of Cudworth,
♦

More, and Glanvil.

As we shall see, william Perld.no the

leading Puritan authority on vitohoraft, was conservative in
estimate of what spirits could do,

&en the Puritans wore

faced with mating a choice between Perkins* circumspection
and More *s or Glanvil*s extravagance, they often accepted
what More and Glanvil said in spite of Perkins* authority.
Hhe idea of the plastic nature accounts for the
insistence of the Puritans on the .devils* habitation of the
uppor atmosphere and, if not the celestial spheres themselves,
which Christians tended to reserve for the angels and the
€

souls of the saved, then at least the sublunary spaces*

Ube

World-Soul was t^ditionally though to emanate free the
f

heavens and thus the devils, if they wore to have the power
to manipulate the seeds of things in the womb of the
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universe, had to res£<io ia tiho hoavene» too,

7

Cotton

Mather foolloved that from the devil1 a control a? the -air and
the Joyces la tho air, ho could raise the storms that t;ere
the perennial terror of tho Puritan colonists, Mather* by
referring to Paracelsus’alchemical studies, oven tries to
suggest hou the devil might brow a atom*

He-writes that

aparacelsus could have iafemed the Devil, if he had not
been in£oraed,as besure he was before, 'That if much
• /iluminioua matter..tilth salt Petra hot throughly prepared,
*

*

be mixed, they-uiM send up a cloud of aaoke, t-Mch yd.ll
com© down in Bain,”

Sot only does this passage show that

Slather know Paracelsus’ work* it is also illuatrative of
the way that Mather and others in .to/ England understood
Q

science.

The knowledge that science had begun to furnish

did nothing to shake the Puritan belief in spiritual agency.
Bather as Mather betrays hero, man’s feeble scientific
knowledge ms all the more reason to believe in such agency.
Demons had known all along what man .was just then finding
out.

Science invalidated the argument that demons dc.mot

exist because men cannot discover how they work.

For

science ms showing men processes that they had never known
to exist .

The inference ms of course that these wore the

processes that the devil used.

Cotton Mather also believed

that the devil’s control of the sir gave him the power to
produce plagues,

/gain his exposition of the way this can

happen snacks of Paracelsus and certainly of alchemy.

7?
*Tls the Destroyer. 01? the Devil. that scatters
Plagues abbuttne hforld * Pes%ienti ol and Gonmg£Gm Diseases, *tis the- Devil who does oftoatimes invade us tdbh them* «Tls no uneasy tiling
for the Devil to impregnate tlio Air about us*
with such Malignant Salts as meeting vdth the
salt.' of oiii? Kierocom. shalI ■ immediately cast■ us
into- Fomentation and Putrefaction, which till
utterly dissolve all.the Vital Tyos within tiaf
Ev*n as an Mua»Fort±a.
made with a conjunction
if Ultra aharlE't^oi.~;'rgo3^>odos what -.It: seises- ■ . .
...; • up<a?.iv ' .,

.

Beodat J^vrson, a Boston minister put the same notion in
.Shother way, when in a sermon in Salem on March

Zk t 1692, dur¬

ing theheight of the witch hunt, he wrote $

Sometimes by Moving and E&asnerating tl

Cc&runfr Particles o™the. )ffidoaT - iTptiatei
ours oTWl^*7r^cHo^3/^olrr%
^ETTo2mi3^*<mj . sbith the Bodies of Men,
with (Mevous,
.. . . .

4

'V«fr ttfMkS' „ .

Job 2,7.,,* Satan may (by Divine
spread the Contagious Attorns a of Epidemical
Diseases, in tKe Mem mMjm., (the Torsi tosy
assigned 'to' hdm who is Prince •$£ l&g Power of ■
the. Mr. Eph. 2.2) And make them Penetrate,
so as to render them the more MffictlvG and
Destructive to the.3 Bodies of such as are
■jfiSSSBptoS’by the©.* *
Here Lawson states in a clear utterance that evil

as

inhabitants, in fact masters, of the air, have the power to
use the elements, seeds, or ^Contagious Attcsaesn that the air
contains to procure the objects of their malevolent intent*
Mar. was also susceptible of the machinations of the
devil in another way, namely, by being deceived into believing
that the illusions the devil presented to the senses wore
real things.

As Perkins said,

an illusion of
thinko that he
such tilings as
can easily doe

the outward senses.*.makes a man to
heareth, seetli, foeleth. or touchoth
indeed he doth not, Tims the devill
divers wayes, ©von by the strength
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of- nature* For example, by corrupting the
instruments ofs©nso, as the huaor of tho eye,&c. 05? by altering and changing tho ayre* which
is tho moanos whereby m see, and such like*"*
Perkins says that the devil can accomplish Ms deceptions
tt

even by the strength of nature.” Increase Mather a century

later . will write that the new discoveries in optics do indeed
show that the devil uses the principles operative in nature
to perpetrate, his deceits* Increase, still attuned to the
providential idea of nature, sees no inconsistency in main**
taimlag on tho cue hand the existence of natural laws
uniformly operative and on the other the ability of the devil
to manipulate those laws to his om special ends* Thu3 in
1692 he writes that the devil nhas perfect skill In Gptieks,
and can therefore cause that to be invisible to one, which is
not so to another, and thifcss also to appear far otherwise
then they erel He has likewise the 'Art. of fering in tho
Performance of it, and knovrs vhat may be done by Colours.”^
In the same vein four years later, Increase says*
Mor is it to be woadred at, that the Spirits of
Darkness Should be able to Deceive mens Seaseoj
making them believe that they soe that which io
not. A man that is skilled in opticks, may
Improve on the senses of others, as did Descartes,
when ha caused Admiration la his Friend Brassleua
by Eepresenting to-him a Goapany of souldiers
which he concealed, and by a Glass brought such
multiplied without doers,*>. Hew easy then is it
for Daemons who have a perfect thiderstanding in
Gntlcka. and in the Power of Haturo to deceive
SShe Eyes.* and. delude tho Imaginations .of Silly
Mortals?"*
As Mather and Lawson showed, the devil can produce
disease by rigging the elements of the air* But far more
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awesome is his po-wer to eater tie soul itself or more
properly that part of the person that liaise the body and
mind and to raise there the torments that cause both
physical and mental distress*

Following Scholastic

demonology, the Puritans held that the devils could not
invade the rational soul itself

But that restriction did

not prevent the devils from winning the soul by indirect
means,

The imagination could serve them well in this regard*

The fancy was the proper object of the devils* agency*
Although the imagination was act inherently evil, when the
devil roused there the images of a man’s desires or fore*
#

bodings, he could divert it to evil onde.

If the devil

chose to tempt man to gratify his lusts, ho would uncover
in his victim’s imagination the images of the objects of
those lusts end proceed to present them to the "interior
Sens."

The appetites would seise the victim and block the

way by which imagination would normally submit its impress
sloas to the intellect*

The win would thus be denied the

verdict of reason and would hardly be able to resist the
clamor that appetite made for the pursuit of the pleasures
whose images the devil had raised in the mind*

2a this way,

Lawson says, the devil would succeed in
"introducing Universal Ataxy, and inordinaoy, in
the Passions, both freva ana Hatred, the Cardinal
or Radical affections, with dS 'other that
accompany or flow frc© themj Hence m read of
Hating Cod who ought above all to be loved j
Roa, 2* 3Q* /snd loving the world (i e) the
Pleasures* Treasures* aniOonours thereof, in
sucHaaegrQeasxsiaconeist^tV with the love
of the chief goodt 2 John 2,15* James 4*4* -find
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............

although It Ernst lae aclaabwledged
there is a
Corrupt prlncipl© in Fallen Mans yet It is ,Satan*
that frequently moves it unto act, and all no
intends thereby iatlTe Captivating the hole soul*
and by consequence the whole &anf to - DileSt^ence
of the Command of
'
ibis diabolic temptation to' gratify the lusts of
the flesh was what .'Kramer and sprbager had abet feared.
But such fear played little part in Puritan notions of what
the devil could do,

The Puritans were instead far more

concerned with the devil*s potw to preduce sickness,
especially mental and emotional derangement.

It was of

course much harder to explain how the devil could work
though the fancy to get this response than it was to ess*
plain how he could use the fancy to lead man to indulge
. the censes.

But the Puritans would not end could not

discard the Scholastic psychology as the fraaewoffc of their
emanation*

just as the images of worldly and sensuous

tilings eacited appetite so the iav.ard apprehension of other
phenomena aroused fear*

The Puritan scholars never say

what these frightful apprehensions, are.

increase Mather

simply calls them "evil thoughts" and then adds?

"The Devil

put it into the heart of dudas* that ho should go, and
betray his Master^?

Lawson is a little more solicit«

1692, he writes that Satan
maliciously Operates upon the more Common Powers
of the Soul/by strange and frightful Kepreseata-*
tlods to the Fancy* or Imagination, and by violent
Tortures of the'body, often throatning to
extinguish life, as hath been observed, in those
that are afflicted among us* i&d not only so,
but he vents his malice, in Diabolical Qeoratloaa.
on the more sublime and distingi&shiag faculties •.,

la

ai
raising Mists of Darkness,
and ignorance,
in the Understanding, •tb
'Hie date and the passage "often threatening to extinguish
■,

'

4

life, as hath been observed, in- those that are afflicted
among us” are significant,

St tans the height of the

excitement In Salem, and Lawson declares that the threat#
of suicide was the cause of greatest dread.
4 '■■

■

1

• •

.

■ •

Cotton

• -

•

Mather’s writing, both during and long after the episode
at Salem, dwells on suicide as the ultimate end of the
devil’s machinations,

He afcaost invariably associates

suicidal impulses with melancholia.

The constitution of

"bhbsMeXanaholick" is most susceptible to the devil’s
insinuations,

me victim is led to despair and finally

brought to the brink of suicide* Mather’s treatment is
not altogether hypothetical* Mather’s preoccupation with
suicide seems to arise from more than .the usual theological
opposition.

Hew England may have witnessed a remarkable

number of suicides during the time of Mather’s writing*
In any case, Mather’s own concern and his explaining suicide
as the work of devil are indicative of the dread sense of
evil that at least this Puritan suffered and that must also
have been a part of his milieu*
The *!tch
The dread presences that drove men mad could arise
in two ways, or as Lawson says »^ata^7 asserts his malice,
either (1) immediately, or (2) Mediately**t*"19 In the
^mediate mode, which we have already discussed, nhe brings

$2

Distress upon the Bodies ofMen, by.malignant Operations in,
and Diabolical Impressions on, the spirituous Principle or
Vehicle of life & Motion.He does this "by his om
pother and influence" and "without any Instrument whatsoever*n2^
The other way requires.the mediation of another boing and
brings us to a treatment of the witch, her roXatL onship to
the devil and her role in the diabolic function. For as
Lawson says tho devil works
Mediately M wmlw&m some cf mankind or other
creatures /ana he ireguiaitiy uabtH' others norsons .
or things. that his Designs may bo the more un~
dieeernabio*... And the Dovil, having .them /pitc&iQQf
in this subjection* by their Consent. he -will use
their Bodies and Minds. Shapes ahcLhenreSentatlons.
be AffrlMit and idfmbt dtliei*s,. ♦***
In thoory the xdtciios were those who had willingly
followed the devil into an indulgence of the temptations he
had offered them. In e&ehango for the soul of the titch
Satan placed his extraordinary powers at hor disposal.
Satan then could work in association with the witch to
accomplish his decoito*

Oo

when the witch succumbed to the

devil’s temptations* she received the power to command evil
■eplMbs to possess whomever she would. But unfortunately the
neighbors whom she directed the demons to afflict, oouM
easily discover that it was she who had done so, For whoa
the devils who wore in her employ appeared to the afflicted,
they did so in the shape of their mistress* Shis idea of
the spectral shape requires Closer examination* As we have
seen each human boing possesses a spirit distinct from
either body or mind, but important as the connection between

$3

titan',

Ms third tern of man*o- being

often called the .

shape of the body, and' ft<m$»BngjUmd demonoXoglobs Identified
this"-shape with the spectral shape that appeared to the
affected*

The vdtch then-as part of her bargain v&th

Satan agreed to lend her spirit to the-devils in diabolic
operations* • Ms -act of. lending became -a rather, eenplegprocess*

Just as in scholastic witchcraft- theory, when the
#

»

■

witch made her .pact, she was presented with a. familiar, ■
usually a rather vile animal.
*

.

•

•

■

:

‘ .

Until the seventeenth century
'

•

,

this Creature, who was supposed to have familiar relations
t&th the _-witch, had played little part in the theory of
witchcraft, .except as s to&en of the compact and as a sign
of the abominable character of the sin that the compact ,/
represented.

But at least Cotton Mather attributes to the

familiar the function of extracting the shape from the witch
in order that the devils might use it in their activities*
-hen the devil afflicted its victims in tho spectral Shape
#

*

of the witch, the victims could perceive the Shape, even
though invisible to normal sight , because as Gotten Mather
*
says, the devil forced the ^senses from conversing with
their ordinary objects,” and captivated ‘’them unto this
comunion with The Powers of Dorbaoss*.**”2^ Gottorn Mather
also suggested that the shape became Visible by attracting
subtle matter to it to conform to its form.

Ue writes;

..«£ hnow the Assertion of ecrac, That every
Spirit is endued with an Innate Power by which
it can attract suitable matter out of all Things
for a Covering or Body, of a proportionable 2?earn

and nature to itself: which Assertion, well stated,
Proved, and Applyed, would solve seme of the
hardest Phenomena that belong to the uncouth and
horrid Shapes, wherein mischiefs are done by

witchcraft.*?

Among "the hardest Phenomena” that this
would

0

Assertion”

solve, was the problem how the witch could be at

places at one and the same time.

two

If it was held that a

familiar could release the spirit of a witch, then the
wit>Ch could travel the land, while her body remainochinha
fixed positionj she could travel, unencumbered bythc body,
as rapidly as a? spirit does and thus cover great distances
in a short time,2** In regard to the manner of this
release of the spiritual vehicle, Glanvil disagrees some*
what with Cotton Mather,

Mather said that the familiar9 s

function was to extract spiritts.

But Glanvil holds that

the familiar infuses "some vile vapour1* into the v&tch and
that "this ferment disposeth the imagination of the
Sorceress to cause the *. # separation of the 3oul from the
Body, and may perhaps keep the Body in fit temper for its
re-entry: as also it may facilitate transforation, which,
It may be could not be effected by ordinary and unassisted
Imagination«n2^ According to Glanvil, then, the familiar
merely renders assistance to the witch in the process by
which her imagination separates the constituents of her
«
being, while according to Mather the familiar tabes tie
active part in this separation*

Either he misread Glanvil

or he drew his notion from some source other than Glanvil,
In any case, he followed Glanvil in another respect.

Ho
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agreed with Glanvil that any thrusts that the afflicted
might make st the shapes afflicting him would appear as
26
bruises on the witches whose shapes had taken part*
Hot only did the idea of a Shape separable from the
body furnish a way to explain bow the witch could be
transported through the air without the burden of her body.
It also explained another class of praet ematural phenomena,
namely, the images of the dead that Puritans believed
haunted the living* . As the shapes a? the *&tch weep© known
as specters, the shapes of the dead were known as appa*
ritioas.

The dead had to await the reunion with the

reconstituted body before they would enjoy glorification..in
Heaven or suffer torment in Hell,

Xa the interim between

death and the Judgment Day the soul ©slated apart froa the
body.

This interim was usually regarded as a deep sleep.

But tills ms not always the case*

For the aerial vehicle

or what Cotton called Hi shmath**Gha.1im continued in the
company of the rational soul and enabled it in its disem*
bodied state to appear among the living#

-hoa it did so it

was with God*s permission and generally for the purpose of
punishing someone among the living for breaking some
'

obligation, still owing to the deceased*

20
7

then the

apparition appeared among the living, it had much the same
power as the devils exorcised,

The devils in fact could

represent themselves as an apparition from the dead and
thus deceive their victims into honoring what they said/0
The devils could not appropriate an apparition for their

own uses as they could the specter of switch*

But they

could cast an illusion la the imago of one of the dead and
fool their victims in that way# la say case Increase
Mather wants against dumping to the GoaclusiGa tliat the
images qno sees are real apparitions* For ouch images my
instead fee another of satants plots to lead man into
■31

greater error* * ••••-.•• ' ■■• .

■

■ let us return to a'consideration of the witch.

■,
she

not only plays the passive role of lending her spirit to
the demons | she also acquires the power to afflict her
*

victims by herself.

£gain the familiar is involved* and

Mather mokes'it clear this time that the creature not only
extracts spirit from the v&toh* but also infuses diabolical
power into her. Thus Mather says*
,«#hby Should not vitohriraarkes be searched for?**.
I never saw any of those markes. but it is doubt**
loses not impossible, for a chirurglon, when he sees
them# to say what are magical!. & if these become
once apparent* it is apparent that these witches
have gone so farre in thoir wickedness as to
admits most cursed Succages* whereby the Bivels
have not onoly fetched out of them, it may be
the spiribbs of which they make vehicles* wherein
they visitt the afflicted* but also they have
infused a veacme into them which Esalta the
malipity of thoir spiritts as well as of their
bodyess*.
#

•

The witch, thus fortified with the devll*s venom* can direct
her essooss of spirits to those whom she choses to afflict*
Joseph Glaavil, from whom Cotton Mather quite likely
borrowed this aspect of witch theory* puts the notion in
these terms j

*»•fho Familiar doth not only suck tho jitchj but
in tho action infusebh seme oGyaonous i^esSent
into hoy, which gives hey L^pnatlaas ana" wg&yits.
a aa/dcal tlnottira. whereby they become mischievously
influential,. V, i'hat the fancy io • modified’ bytlib
guaHtlea of the blood and spirits. is too evident
to need proof * ®cn thing
to conceive that the evil s
having breath’d
some vile vapour intotHe
of the i&tch. it
may taint her blood and &
s with a noa
quality, by vMch Her infected'
lii*
Lon,
Tt u
heightened by
Choi- QiiSd
'
'
tsiiSLs
vso3?s© • o&ttso* lEQy
do much htipt upoE pogies that are iiapresoloaaDld
hv.■
mitth
■
by such
Influences’;
In this passage Glaavil is suggesting that one’s imagination
not* only has the power to affect one’s om person, but if
envenomed as.the witch’s is, can also produce effects on
other human beings*

Glanyil also says that certain persons

are more susceptible to the Pitch’s power than others.
»Ghlld^on and timorous persons” are particularly susceptible
‘‘because their spirits and imardnations being weak and

*

Passive, are not able to resist the fatal invasions^
whereas raen of bold minds, who have plenty of strong and
vigorous spirits, are secure 'from the contagion.#. .”^
Shis influence of the witch’s imagination was often
thought to proceed from her eyes when she gated at her
victim.

Shis power of sight was also obviously another

instance of the effect that imagination, working through
animal spirits, could produce ©von on distant objects.^
*

Perkins, writing in the late si^dieenth century, had
circumscribed the power of imagination to tme’s om person,-^
and had explicitly rejected the doctrine of the evil eye,

.♦.its is on old received• opinion, that in malicious
-and ill' disposed persons, there proceed out of the
eye vith the besmes, aoyswae and malignant spirits,
■ which infect the a&re, and doe poison or kill,-net ■
onely them with whom they ar© daily conversant,
but others also tdioso canpaay they f&equent, of
what ago, strength, and complexion soever they bo,,. *
But the opinion Is as fond, as it is old: for It as
much against nature that such vertuo should proceed
out of the eye, or ouch spirits broaho out of the
nerves to the parti© hated, as it is for the
blood o£„the bodio, of it self, to gush out of the
voinas.-5'
But between tli© time of Perkins and that of the Mathers*
religion had begun to bo challenged by philosophies spring**
ing from the scientific revolution, l&m, ouch as More ohd
Glanvil rose to religion’s defense,

X» on effort to

build a vitalism to counter materialism and mechanical
philosophy, they even wont so far as to resurrect old
superstitions and to give them a gloss of philosophical
respectability by fitting them into their system,

acme of

the occult speculations that Perkins had feared load also
reentered the intellectual current

the philosophical

medicine of suCh men as van Belmont, so that quaso-science
itself contributed the occult.

As we have seen Cotton

Mather ms aware of bids intellectual current .

In conse*

quenoe, when he undertook to write about witchcraft, he
often threw Perkins’ circumspection to the wind and adopted
instead the extravagant notions of ids contemporaries
*

This extravagance was, however, not unanimous,
Charles Morton wavers in his acceptance of the doctrine of
the evil eye,

The doctrine rested on the theory that man

sees nby Extramission or Sending forth Hayes, or Spirits

from the Eye to the Object.”

But Morton says that since

man can see the fisted stars, oven though the Eye is not
powerful enough to send rays that far, then he must see
not by osciramlssion, but **by Introreecptlon (or receiving
inwards) of -..Lightsom rayes, Sent Originally (as from
Luminous bodyes) orReflected-.(a©' from all others) into
• 'V

.■ .30
y '

the Byo*n

^

‘

.

Ho then considers what tills theory dees to

the notion of the evil oyer
Shis doctrine of intromission Militates with
that Conooit of fascination (or VEtch^Craft)
by Looldngupon with an Svill Eye* According to
the ?ulgar tradition, yet with all it must b©
Granted that as the whole body is Perspirable,
so the Eye may have Its Saisslens for Seme
Small distance, but whether So a© to affect
another body, A much doubt* be may Indeed be
terryfyed with a fierce Look, and Refreshed
with a Gracious,«* .one,.But this Seams to
bo rather by Ratiocination about the Person w
Shews Such a Countenance than by any steams
which proceed free idle Eye. Sis as if one
should day to himsolf$ that Person looks fiercely,
therefore he will hurt me***. Certain it is
that a Passion Changes the Eye, but not the
Beholder of that Eye, Hnless by Humane Sympathy
or Reason about the Consequence of that Passion.
Fierce Looks do terrour strike Love,
Grief in Eye
IA
berk Like by Eeason, or by sympathy.^
Morton equivocates on the issue of the evil eye,
though he tends to think it unreasonable*

2he Salem witch

trials, however, used the notion of the evil eye as a
test for the discovery of a witch,

xhe accused would be

aslced to look at the afflicted and more often than not
*

when tills was done, the afflicted would become agitated*
The accused would then be asked to touch the afflicted.
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Th© theory behind this was that the poisonous spirts that
the witch had sent to tho affHcted via her sight would
pass out of the afflicted and into the witch again when
sh© touched her victim,*^

Again tho theory held good when

it was. tested in the Salem courtroom*.. As the trials wore
.on and the maabor of tho accused increased, two among the
clergy spoke out against the validity of the doctrine of
the evil eye,

Samuel Milord wrote an anonymous tract in

1692, in which ho disparaged the evil eye as a tost of
witchcraft,^2

But the more interesting protest against tho

use that m& being made of tho evil eye came from Uhoaas
Brattle (165&*1713), Harvard mathematician and astronomer,
ease of whose calculations were used by Howtoa in ills
Prinoiiyla to show that the paths of comets are determined by
tho law of gravity,^

Brattle wrotes

flie Salem Justices, at least some of them, do
assert, tliat the cure of afflicted persons is a
natural effect of this touch? and they are so well
instructed in the Cartesian philosophy, and in the
doctrine of effluvia, that they undertake to give
a demonstration uW this touch does cure the
afflicted persons? and the account they give of it
is tills 1 that by tills touch, the venomous and
malignant particles, that were ejected from the
eye, do, by this means, return to tho body whence
they came, and so leave the afflicted persons ©ure
and whole, 2 must confess© to you, tliat X am he
mall admirer of to Cartesian philosophy? but yet
2 have not so learned It, Certainly this, is a
strain that it till by no means allow
Brattle *0 scientific acumen ©emitted him to read Descartes
in the proper light.
Puritans had not,

But ho suggests tot many of his fellow

A3 far as one can determine from what

Brattle said, same Puritans had used Descartes* doctrine of
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animal spirits and Boyle<3 "doctrine of effluvia” or
streams of corpuscles to confirm the theory that spirits
or tiny venomous particles could pass out of the witch
into her victim and back again on command from her
imagination and with no more of her body involved than the
gase of her eye and the touch of her hand.

Here then is a

clear example of how the Puritans could use the "new
Philosophy," by way of misunderstanding it, to bolster what
that philosophy, rightly understood, would have conclaimed
as superstition, as Brattle did.
The speculation about the evil eye was an interest¬
ing controversy.

But by far the most important issue ms

the question whether spectral evidence should be admitted
or not.

Spectral evidence rested on no more than the word

of the afflicted that during their torments the specter of
the witch who was sending the devils to persecute them, had
appeared.

The afflicted always recognised the specter as

representing someone in their own neighborhood.

But a

shadow of doubt remained about whether or not the one whose
specter appeared was really guilty.

For if the devil would

do anything to deceive man and if the witch was possessed
of diabolic power, would it not be possible for the one or
the other to cause the shape of an innocent party to be
presented to the afflicted?

For this reason the tendency

in England had been to discourage the admission of spectral
evidence.

But the judges at Salem accepted such evidence

as legitimate and as sufficient for conviction.

A treatment
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of the use that V/QS made of spectral evidence in the court¬
room is not within the scope of this essay.

The concern

here is rather the reaction, principally of the Mathers,
to the court’s admission of ouch evidence.
Cotton Mather held even early in 169s before the
public reaction against the witch trials had set in that
it was possible for the devil to represent the shape of an
innocent person, though he makes a curious reservation.
It is very certain that the divells have some¬
times represented the shapes of persons not onely
innocent*, but also very vertuous, Tho X believe
that the just God then ordinarily provides a my
for tho Speedy vindication of the persons thus
abused. Moreover I do suspect that persons who
have too ranch indulged themselves in Malignant,
Envious Ebullitions of their soulos, may unhappily
expose themselves to the Judgement of being
represented by Divels, of whom they never had any
vision, & litlvwhoa they have much lease written
any Covenant.***
The devil then could represent the innocent.

These innocent,

however, were not innocent of all sin, only of witchcraft,
Thus even though they were innocent of witchcraft, they
perhaps deserved to be punished for those sins of which they
were guilty, and in this sense their being represented to
the afflicted was a just punishment,

Increase Mather agrees

with his son on this point, when he says: "Perhaps seme
of those whom Satan has represented as committing witch¬
crafts, have been tampering with seme foolish and wicked
*
*
Sorceries, though not to that degree, which is Criminal
and Capital by the Law;s both of God and Meaj *. .or it may be
they have misrepresented and abused others, for which cause
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the Holy God may justly give Satan leave falsely to mis¬
represent them,^

Increased mention of the “tampering

with*. .foolish and wicked Sorceries” is a recurrent theme
in Cotton Mather*3 wrltings on viitchcraft.k7

It would

appear from the frequency of Cotton*a reference to tills
“tampering" that superstitious practices were fairly tidespread among the people of Hew England.

Cotton inveighs

against such practices for "some Devil is evermore invited
into the Service of the Person that shall practice these
Vltohdraftss.. .the Devil may perhaps become at last a
Familiar to them, •

The Mathers saw these "Sorceries"

then as the first step towards a full-fledged witch scare.
The attitude of the Mathers so far seems to bo the
admission that the devil can represent the shape of tin
innocent to the afflicted, but that such representation
should have little or no effect on the conduct of the
trial because the innocent so represented are not by any
means innocent of everything and indeed are probably guilty
of petty sorceries.

Both (lathers, nevertheless, do insist

that spectral evidence is not itself enough to prove the
guilt of a witch.

In fact, in the autism of 1692, after

the numbers of the accused had increased alarmingly,
Increase Mather took a definite stand in his Gases of
Conscience against the admissibility of spectral evidence.
He does, however, exonerate those who had tried the Salem,
witches during the previous spring and summer of any blame
for their use of spectral evidence to get convictions.

He

9k
says that "there never was an Instance of any innocent
Person Condemned in any Court of Judicature on Earth, only
through Satan *s deluding and imposing on the Imaginations
*

*

of Men, when nevertheless, the 'Witnesses# Juries, and
Judges, were all to be excused from blame.Although
Increase repudiates spectral evidence, he by no means
repudiates the validity of trying the accused for v.itchcraft,

He would simply demand severer tests to determine

guilt.
Cotton Mather equivocates on the issue of spectral
evidence even more than Ms father.

Cotton, in Ms

bonders of the Invisible World made public in the fall of
1692, about the same time as Ms fatherto Cases of Conscience, still maintains as he has all along that the devil
can represent the shapes of innocent persons to the afflict**
ed.

But he also says that when the accused have been hauled

into court and then tried on the basis of spectral evidence,
they have often been led to admit their own guilt.

This

voluntary confession of supposed witches is interesting
first of all because it shows how deep the belief in witches
had sunk into the minds of the people,

vhen the accused

r

came to court, she probably knew that she was not a witch.
But in the midst of the court he proceedings a change in
her mental condition took place.

For i/ken she looked at the

afflicted, they -would respond by throwing fits.

She was

accused, moreover, of lending her shape to evil spirits.
For the afflicted attested to her appearance to them in
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spectral form during the periods of their torments.
Recognising that these operations were invisible and being
credulous anyway, the accused might actually come to
believe that she was a witch.

These voluntary confessions

are interesting for a second reason.

If the accused

confessed of witchcraft, the court would let her go free
without punishment other than the public ostracism and
humiliation to which she was probably subject.
<»ould do sometliing even to erase the stigma.

But she
For after she

had confessed her own guilt, she could then point to ethers
in the neighborhood who according to her wore also impli¬
cated in the diabolic plot.

This is one of the reasons

why as the trials wore on the number of the accused rose
to unreasonable proportions.

The judges and divines never

let on that the accused might have confessed to witchcraft
and implicated others just to escape punishment themselves.
But it is likely that the frequency vdth which these
voluntary confessions occurred was one of the factors that
led to the reaction against the whole affair that came in
the autumn of 1692,
Cotton Mather for ills part honored these voluntary
confessions to the letter.

He does say, as sort of a sop

to those who would hold that the devil could oven make the
innocent confess, that

11

we know not, at least 1, know not,

how far the Delusions of Satan may be Interwoven into seme
Circumstances of the Confessions..Immediately,
however, Mather adds;

IJ

.f#But one would think, all the
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Eules of Understanding Human© Affairs ar© at an end, if
after so many most Voluntary Harmcnlus Confessions,, «,
we must not Believe the main strokes wherein those
Confessions all agrees

especially when we have a

thousand preternatural Things every day before our eyes,
wherein the Confessors do acknowledge thoir Concernment,
and give Demonstration, of their being so Concerned.”*^
Mather’s fear as he depressed it in the passage just cited
would seem to be that if it is admitted that the devil can
represent the shapes of the innocent or wrest false confes¬
sions from than in the very court of law set up to discover
who the witches are, then any future attempt at the
discovery of witchcraft would be altogether futile,

/in

admission of the arbitrariness of the devil *s power would
undermine the whole theory of the praetematural idea of
nature,

Tie upshot would be that man could never hope to

know praetematural operations or more important tho mean¬
ing of those operations,

He would not be able to bring

them within the bounds of his comprehension and e-smino
them there to find out what they told him about God’s
providence,

iMs is v/hat Mather meant when he said;

/II the Rules of Understanding Humane Affairs are at an
end, if after so many most Voluntary Haraonius Confessions.,».
ire must not Believe the main strokes wherein those
Confessions all agree,,.,”

As it turned out, though others

may have foresworn their earlier belief in the theory of
praetematural operations after the Salon episode, Mather
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never did.

As we have seen even as late as 1724, tliirty

years after the witchcraft frensy, Mather ms still seek¬
ing explanations for* praeternatural phenomena. If anything
his theory grew both in intricacy and extent with the
passage of the years,
Perhaps tills essay can suggest why the idea of the
praeternatural seemed so important to the Mathers and
especially to Cotton, Such an attempt at suggesting the
importance of the praeternatural may not bo without valuo.
Tills essay has explored a mentality almost entirely alien
to our own» The reader may have asked himself why the
Puritans insisted on the reality of the invisible world
when it obviously does not exist. To the historian such a
query is evidence of how different the past can be and an
invitation to display that difference. In the case of the
praeternatural idea, the difference between the contempo¬
rary attitude and that of the seventeenth-century Puritan
grows out of differing presuppositions. Both Puritan and
contemporary man confront the same irrational elements in
human behavior. But the Puritan turned to his minister for
explanations, while contemporary man turns to the psychol¬
ogist, By way of conclusion, then, let us see how the
theological idiom in which the Puritan labored, determined
the way he regarded the irrational, or as he would have said,
the praeternatural.
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Demonology in colonial New England xias a part of a
larger outlook.

The Puritans believed implicitly in the

intervention of God in the natural order.

Such a providen¬

tial idea had much to do with the way in which the Puritans
understood nature.

Nature was not for the most part some#

thing to be studied objectively, that is, for its own sake.
Rather it had reference to another, a supernatural level
#
of being, and its significance lay in man’s reading that
reference.

Specifically, nature was the means God used to

instruct men and to punish them for their sins.
itself then v*as not objectively real.

Nature in

Reality lay else¬

where, namely, in man’s conduct and God’s judgements on
that conduct. Misdeeds required retributions; exemplary
behavior, on the other hand, warranted deliverances.

These

retributions and deliverances came to men by way of the
natural order. Natural disasters meant that the holy
commonwealth had incited God to wrath; relief from such
disasters meant that the saints had earned God’s mercy.
The primary realities then were of an ethical character,
and nature did no more than register in tangible form these
intangible ethical realities.

Nature—indeed the whole of

creation—played a subordinate role in the economy of
redemption.
r

*

Demonology, as this essay is intended to show, was
one facet of the providential idea.

Just as God worked

through the natural order to reveal his vill, so he
permitted good and evil spirits to do the same.
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The assumption of a providential universe ms so implicit
and the Puritans themselves were so certain that- toments
and temptations were the work of evil spirits* operating in
accordance v&th the providential scheme of things, that
they built a theory that weuld give objective reality to
diabolical operations*

-iteheyaft belief may have been a

product of morbid fear and fervor, but the puritans placed
it in a rational framework, namely Scholastic physics and
the praetematural idea of nature, that persuaded the
mind as mil as the emotions to consent to its reality*
Cotton Mather remarks on this scores
Albeit the business of this >;&tchcraft be very
much transacted on the Stage of Imagination, yet
we Know, that,.»,the business thus managed in
Imagination yet may not bo called Imaginary. She
effects are dreadfully reall. Our dears neigh¬
bours are most really tormented* Really murdered,
& really acquainted with hidden things, which are
afterwards proved plainly to have been Realityes.?'The human imagination was the faculty peculiarly receptive
and responsive to this praeternatural order.

Thus the

vision of a spectre or an apparition was not simply a
projection of one*s own anxiety, but was instead a reception
of an external phenomenon that had its being in the praeter**
natural order*
that

Charles Morton said in Ills Spirit of Man

n

tho Phantasticlc hir,, * .Huddles, and is procipjtant in

all things*”53

The human counterpart of tills

n

Air” was the aerial vehicle or Hislmth.~Cha.1im.

Fhantastick
The

constituent of this "Phantastick Air” in the external v/orld
was what the Cambridge neo-Platoni sts had called—-and what
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Puritan thinkers had adopted freer* them—the plastic poorer,
As the faculty of imagination, fancy, or phantasy presided
over the l?is!taath*"Gha.1im, so the evil spirits presided
over the plastic power*. Tlie Puidtans sometimes referred to
Satan as the

n

Prince of the Power of the

Air11'**’

As such,

the devil could work Ms temptations or torments on the
aerial vehicle, which was that part of man that corresponded
to the devilfs peculiar province in the external world,

Be¬

cause man*s spirit was weaker than the devil*s, the devil
could often get his way*
happened.

If he did one of two things

Either he drove the mind to distraction and the

body to ill health—a condition that might very well end in
suicide—or ho persuaded the possessed into the company of
the damned.

If the latter happened, the possessed became a

witch and gained a certain measure of diabolic power with
which to afflict her neighbors.

The devil in return might

use the aerial vehicle of the witch, the same aerial
vehicle that he had previously tortured, in his ovai
operations,

tn

demonology then the Puritans carried to its

ultimate conclusion the tendency to give everything a
theological explanation.

To be sure the Puritans regarded

the impulse to gratify lust and the impulse to self-destruc¬
tion as in themselves irrational.

But they did not consider

such impulses to be purely subjective as men would today.
Rather* they were in large measure the work of an external
force, evil spirits, operating in and through an objective
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realm, the realm of the prueternatural or v/hat Charles
Horton called «the Phantastick /dr, that Huddles, and is
precipitant in all things,*1

in this yay the Puritans gave

even man*s base and irrational impulses a place in a
rational theology that they took to be representative of
objective reality.

Thus tfoab men today consign to the

depths of the psyche, the Puritans understood as being a
part of the providential scheme of things and hence both
rational and objectively existent.
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Mather threw this sop, For Willard believed that it was
often difficult if not impossible to detect whether a
person was one of the afflicted or one of the witches.
Willard *s caution in this respect comes through in the
following passage:. _
Whither shoe /Elisabeth Knapp/ have covenanted with
the Divell or* noe, I tliinke unis is a case unan¬
swerable, her declarations have been soe contra¬
dictory© , one to another, that wee know not what
to make of them & her condition is such as
administers many doubts? charity would hope the
best, love would alsoe feare the worsts but thus
much is clcaro, shoe is an object of pltye, & 1
desire that all that heare of her would compassion¬
ate her forlome state. Shoe is (I question not)
a subject of hope, & therfore, all meanes ouglit to
bee used for her recovery©. Shoe is a monument
of divine sever!tye, & the Lord grant that all
that see or heare. may fear and tremble: Amen*
(Samuel Willard, sAccount of the Strange Case of
Elisabeth Knapp of Groton," The Mather Papers* 579.)
^Cotton Mather, The Wondera of the Invisible
world. 15.
^"Cotton Mather to John Richards,” The Mather
Papers, 393.
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^Charles Morton, The Spirit of Man, 74*
54f)eodat Lawson, Christ*s Fidelity*. *, 19*
See also, Cotton Mather, TEe vfohcTers of the Invisible
World. 44**45»
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